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Abstract

The field of Spintronics, which utilizes the spin polarization of electrons as a means to transport

energy and information, is currently undergoing a massive expansion due to the numerous recent

discoveries of electron spin-based effects only visible at the micro and nano scale. With all these

new material and current based properties being discovered, it has become increasingly difficult to

experimentally isolate the effects of each of them individually. In this work one of the main proposals

is an experimental method for separating the voltage signals generated by the spin rectification

effect and spin pumping in bilayer samples, a topic currently of much interest to the spintronics

community. After demonstrating this new method for separating voltage signals, it is utilized to

reveal new details about how the layers of ferromagnetic bilayer samples interact with each other

and the behaviours of spin currents within these systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Spintronics, a portmanteau of spin and electronics, is a relatively new field of condensed matter

physics which studies the relation between the charge and spin polarization of electrons within a

material. The ultimate goal of spintronics is to replace the present system of flowing electric charge

based electronics with a new system based mainly on the transport of magnetic polarization via

electrons. The purpose of this is to both improve the efficiency and reduce the size of electronic

devices to levels impossible to produce with the present technology. The reason for the limitations

of today’s technology is due to Joule heating, which states that any current flowing through a

conductor will produce heat proportional to the square of the current’s amplitude[1]. In large

devices this is seldom a problem as the heat is generally able to dissipate into the air surrounding

the device, but in smaller devices with smaller surface areas and higher current densities specific

care must be taken to prevent the heat build-up from damaging the device (laptop computers are

a good example of this). Modern electronics have almost reached the limit of how much data can

be stored in a given space or how quickly calculations can be run on a portable device due to this

problem of excessive heat build-up, which is a huge problem in an industry that constantly strives

to produce smaller, more powerful, devices with larger storage space.

An important feature of spintronic technologies is their ability to resolve the problem of Joule

heating by not requiring electrons to move at all to transfer energy and information, the energy

can be transported in the form of a flow of electron polarization (spin current) or as waves of spin

polarization along a device structure. Transfers of electron polarization can be performed without

simultaneous transfers of electric charge since polarization, unlike charge, is not a constant property
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of electrons and can be transferred between them, allowing polarization to be passed along a chain

of electrons to its destination without any of the electrons in the chain having to move at all. This

polarization current can then be used to perform the same work as an electric charge (with some

minor circuit modifications) with no energy being lost to Joule heating. This new breed of circuit

technology would not only permit the development of smaller, faster, and more powerful devices,

but by eliminating Joule heating would make these devices considerably more energy efficient than

modern devices, which is a huge advantage in a world striving to be more environmentally conscious.

The origins of electron spin polarization are related to the magnetic polarization of atoms or

molecules, since electron polarization is often a large component of overall atomic polarization.

However, while the magnetic polarization generated by atoms is based on the polarization of its

constituent particles and the orbital states of bound electrons, electron polarization is a fundamental

property of the particle[1]. Although called ’spin’ to connect electron polarization to the dipole

fields generated by rotating charge clusters and current loops, electrons are elementary particles

which often exhibit their wave-particle duality, thus making it rather inaccurate to say electrons

’spin’ in the literal sense of the word. Electrons are spin 1/2 particles, meaning that they can occupy

one of two spin states, commonly called spin ’up’ and spin ’down’ relative to the direction of an

external field; this is due to the quantum mechanical nature of electrons and is the fundamental

difference between the polarization of electrons and other magnetic particles.

The importance of electron polarization within a ferromagnetic material can be clearly seen

through magnetoresistance (MR) effects. The connection between the magnetization of a ferro-

magnetic (FM) metal and a current flowing through it was first seen in 1856 by William Thompson

(later known as Lord Kelvin) who measured a resistance change in a sample depending on the

orientation of an external field[1]. He noted that the resistance encountered by a current increased

when the magnetization of the material was aligned parallel to the current and decreased when the

magnetism was aligned perpendicular to the current. This effect is now known as anisotropic mag-

netoresistance (AMR) and played an important role in providing a link between the then separate

theories of electronics and magnetics. A more recent example of MR effects playing an important

role in scientific progress is the discovery of Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR). Independently mea-

sured in 1988 by both Albert Fert[2] and Peter Grünberg[3], GMR occurs in multilayer samples

containing two FM layers separated by a thin conductive layer. When a current is passed through
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both of these FM layers it was found that the resistance it felt was strongly dependent on the

polarizations of the layers relative to each other. When the layers were aligned parallel to each

other the resistance across the layers was up to 80% lower than for the case where the two layers

were aligned in opposite directions (anti-parallel).

In magnetoresistance terms, this resistance change is very large (giant even) and is due to the

fact that within a polarized FM material the majority of the conducting electrons will align parallel

to the polarization, since it is easier for currents polarized in the same direction as the conductor

to travel. For the case where the two FM layers are aligned opposite each other (assuming the

first layer is aligned ’up’) the current will become polarized by passing through the first layer and

will emerge with the majority of its component electrons polarized in the ’up’ direction. If the

second layer is also aligned in the ’up’ orientation the current will easily be able to pass through

it with minimal resistance. But if the second layer is aligned ’down’ the current will be forced to

enter a material polarized opposite to it, encountering a high resistance as the many ’up’ polarized

electrons are forced into high energy states in order to travel through the material.

The discovery of GMR attracted much interest in both the scientific and industrial communities

as never before had so large a resistance change in a material been the result of changes in the

magnetic polarization direction of a material. Within a decade GMR was incorporated into read

heads for magnetic data storage devices, where a polarized FM layer is passed along a series of

magnetic ’bits’ aligned either parallel or anti-parallel to it, the resistance felt by a current passing

through the FM layer and bit determines the polarization of the bit. The importance of GMR

to the multi-billion dollar data storage industry, as well as its role in bringing the entire field of

spintronics and its potential to the attention of experts both outside and inside the community,

earned Fert and Grünberg the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2007.

Since the discovery of GMR numerous other magnetoresistance effects have been reported as

having an even greater impact on the resistance in a device based on material polarization. Colossal

Magnetoresistance (CMR) refers to the ability of some materials (mainly manganese based oxides)

to exhibit very large resistance changes in the presence of magnetic fields[4]. Tunnel Magnetoresis-

tance (TMR) refers to the resistance change encountered by electrons ’tunnelling’ through a thin

insulating layer between two FM layers as a function of the FM layers’ polarization. And finally,

Extraordinary Magnetoresistance (EMR) which can create an up to 1,000,000% resistance change
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in some semiconductor-metal hybrid systems[5]. Although these other MR effects have not yet

found as big a role in industry as GMR, they exhibit great potential for future devices and are the

subject of intense research.

Another MR effect which has generated interest in the spintronics community is the spin Hall

effect (SHE). First predicted in 1971 by M.I. Dyakonov and V.I. Perel[6], the SHE is analogous to the

classical Hall effect which states that a charged particle moving within the influence of an external

magnetic field will be deflected in a direction perpendicular to both its direction of motion and the

external field. For the SHE the effective magnetic field on the electron is generated as a result of

relativistic effects produced by spin orbit coupling; since there are two species (’up’ and ’down’) of

electron polarization which point in opposite directions, the SHE will deflect each species within a

current in the opposite direction, essentially generating an electron spin polarization current in a

direction perpendicular to the overall charge current flow. Since spin polarization currents cannot

be directly measured, the SHE was not observed until more than 30 years after its prediction.

A corollary to the SHE is the Inverse Spin Hall Effect (ISHE), which converts spin polarization

currents into measurable charge currents in a process exactly the reverse of the SHE. Unlike the

SHE, which converts an easily measurable current into a nearly undetectable current, the ISHE

converts difficult to detect spin polarized currents into easily measurable charge currents, a process

that is very beneficial for those studying the behaviours and properties of spin polarized currents.

The ISHE was first measured in semiconductor devices in 1984[10] and in metals more than two

decades later in 2006 by E. Saitoh et al. in a Pt thin film[11]. After the measurement of the ISHE

in Pt, numerous experiments began to make use of the material as a detector for spin polarized

currents leading to its properties and material constants being widely studied. The reason Pt was

the most common material used as a detector for these experiments is due to the very strong spin-

orbit coupling between its constituent atoms; this spin orbit coupling is what drives the ISHE in

materials and deflects spin polarization into a charge current. Due to its wide use many studies were

performed measuring the spin Hall angle (the efficiency of a material in converting spin polarized

currents into charge currents) in Pt, but published results for this value have varied widely with

major disagreement between values[12][23][26].

Magnetoresistance is but one facet of the field of spintronics; another very important area

of study is the production of spin polarized currents. The first experiment to demonstrate the
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existence of a spin polarized current in a non-ferromagnetic material (currents in FM materials

naturally carry more electrons having a spin aligned with the FM’s magnetization direction, but

requires an external field for polarization) was performed by M. Johnson and R.H. Silsbee in 1985

using two Py thin films separately attached to the surface of a larger sheet of aluminum. The Py

films had different structural dimensions to ensure that their coercivities were different[13]; thus

if the magnitude of an external magnetic field is swept from negative to positive fields there will

be some field range where the two Py films are aligned in opposite directions. The experiment

measured the voltage potential encountered by a charge current flowing from one Py film, through

the aluminum sheet, and back out through the other Py film. The concept presented in this

experiment is similar to the GRE, a charge current flowing out of a polarized Py strip will carry an

accumulation of electron spin polarization in the magnetization direction of the Py strip through the

aluminum slab and (provided the distance travelled is not so far as to allow this spin polarization

to equalize through spin flipping) out through the other polarized Py strip. If the two strips are

aligned in the same direction the spin polarization carried by the current through the aluminum

will permit the current to pass into the second Py strip relatively easily, but if the polarizations are

opposite the current will encounter increased resistance when trying to enter the second Py strip.

This resistance change due to the spin polarization carried by a current relative to a magnetized

FM material is related to the GMR effect and was predicted to result in a sharp drop in voltage

potential across the two Py strips for magnetic fields where the strips point in opposite directions.

This voltage drop was measured by Johnson and Silsbee and its presence confirmed that electron

spin polarization was being carried out of the first Py strip, through the aluminum, and the other

strip, the first time a spin polarized current in a non-ferromagnetic material was observed.

Johnson and Silsbee’s method for generating a spin polarized current, while ground-breaking

and visionary, is not the only method; the discovery of new methods both benefited from and helped

to fuel the growth of spintronics as a research field. One of the most important new methods is

known as spin pumping and was first proposed in 2002 by Y. Tserkovnyak et al [14] as a process

through which spin polarization lost by an FM material during FMR is transferred to a neighbouring

material. The basis of spin pumping lies with magnetic damping in FM materials, this damping is

essentially a frictional force within a material which drains energy from rotational resonant motion.

During FMR this rotational energy is re-supplied by the applied microwave field, without this field
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the resonant motion would quickly be drained away. The energy lost due to magnetic damping

is mainly in the form of spin wave magnons, lattice vibrations, and polarized electrons[15]; since

damping during FMR serves to decrease the rotational amplitude of resonance, thus increasing

the rotating moment’s polarization in the magnetic field direction, electrons are polarized in the

direction opposite to the external field direction by magnetic damping. This creates a build-up of

electrons polarized in this direction within the resonating FM, and if this FM is placed next to a

non-magnetic metal or a non-resonating FM this polarized electron build-up will diffuse into the

neighbouring material, producing a spin polarized current normal to the interface between the two

materials. Due to its ability to generate stable, large amplitude spin currents, spin pumping is one

of the most popular experimental methods for generating spin polarized currents, able to provide

both design simplicity and experimental flexibility.

Of course, the first thing researchers did after spin pumping and the ISHE were discovered was

build devices incorporating the two effects and attempt to measure the amplitude and efficiency of

the spin currents produced. However, during measurements involving measuring the charge voltage

produced along the samples as an external magnetic field was swept from positive to negative

amplitudes, the measured voltage signal was observed to have some strange characteristics; instead

of having the expected Lorentzian voltage peak due to spin pumping during FMR, the measured

voltage signal was sometimes seen to have a Dispersive structure, dropping into negative voltages as

a trough before rising again into a positive peak. This form of voltage signal was entirely unexpected

from spin pumping and the ISHE, as according to their background theories the voltage generated by

them cannot change sign during resonance. The reason for this Dispersive shaped voltage structure

was finally explained in 2007 by Y.S. Gui et al.[16] as a new form of microwave rectification effect.

A form of magnetic rectifiaction, which by time averaging the product of an oscillating current

and material resistance produces a dc current, this new rectification effect (termed spin rectification)

time averages the product of an oscillating microwave current with the oscillating resistance due

to AMR, the spin Hall effect, and the extraordinary Hall effect to generate a dc current with a

relatively large magnitude and distinctive magnetic field symmetries. The spin rectification effect

occurs in FM materials undergoing FMR in a microwave field and, aside from proving to be a

very efficient way to rectify microwave radiation into a dc voltage, massively affects most spin

current measurements performed using spin pumping and the ISHE. Since spin pumping requires a
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ferromagnetic material to be the source of spin polarization during FMR, and this FM material will

in general also produce a charge current through the spin rectification effect, measurements on an

FM/non-magnetic-metal bilayer will in general produce a voltage signal during FMR produced by

a combination of the spin rectification effect and spin-pumping/ISHE. Any experiment performed

on these bilayers attempting to measure spin currents immediately had to face the possibility that

the voltage signals measured during FMR might be at least partially the result of spin rectification;

this had the effect of calling into question almost all experimental results about spin pumping until

a reliable method for separating spin pumping and spin rectification voltage signals could be found.

The presentation of new experimental procedures resolving this question[17] are the subject of a

section of this thesis and have since permitted a host of new and exciting experiments on spin

pumping and spin rectification to be performed.

A temporary solution to this problem was found when it was discovered that ferromagnetic

insulators, notably YIG, can also be used as a source for spin polarization currents during the

process of spin pumping. This was first demonstrated by Y. Kajiwara et al.[11] in 2010 and rapidly

became a very reliable method for measuring spin polarized currents. YIG holds a special place

in the spintronics community, as it has become known for its very low internal magnetic damping,

which allows it to transport spin waves and spin polarization over (relatively) far distances without

much polarization being lost; when industrial electronic technology shifts to using spin polarized

currents it is thought that YIG would be the perfect material to use for transferring polarization

from one place to another. The fact that YIG is also able to generate spin polarized currents

through spin pumping has given it an even greater role in spintronic research.

Another material which has recently seen its role in spintronics experiments significantly altered

is Py. Long the preferred FM material to use in FMR experiments due to its soft magnetism and

near-zero anisotropy and commonly used as a spin polarization source during spin pumping, it was

recently discovered (2013) by B.F. Miao et al.[18] that the ISHE is also present in Py. This new

fact allows Py to be used as both a source and detector of spin polarized currents, a dual role in

which it is presently unparalleled. Although few experiments to date have taken advantage of this

unique property of Py, it promises to allow for studies of spin currents in FM materials previously

impossible. The possibility also presents itself that other FM materials may also produce voltages

through the ISHE, perhaps opening up an entirely new class of materials for spintronics research.
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Recently the very nature of spin currents has also been redefined, previously thought of as

just flows of static magnetic polarization between materials, it was recently proposed (2013) by H.

Jiao and G.E.W. Bauer[19] that spin polarized currents generated through spin pumping will have

a relatively large rotating component perpendicular to the source FM material’s magnetization

direction. According to this proposal the polarization of a spin current is thus much like the

polarization of the resonating FM moment it originated from, rotating about the external field

direction with an overall time-averaged dc polarization parallel to the external field but also having

an ac polarization perpendicular to this. This ac polarization current is predicted to have a much

larger amplitude than its dc counterpart, but due to the fact that its frequency of oscillation will

be the same as that for the FM material it originated in, and thus equal to the applied microwave

magnetic field, it is very difficult to separate its effects from those of the applied microwaves.

Several experiments have already attempted to measure this ac polarization current using a variety

of different methods[20][21] and have concluded that this previously ignored component of spin

currents is present during spin pumping. An experiment presented in this thesis[22] was also one

of the first to detect ac polarization currents using a Ferromagnetic-Conductor/Ferromagnetic-

Insulator (FM/FMI) bilayer structure to detect the effects of the current flowing between the two

materials on the microwave photovoltages they produced. The discovery of this effect literally adds

a new dimension to the study of spin polarized currents and, due to the fact that it is predicted

and measured to be considerably larger than the dc polarizations measured until now, is expected

to play a large role in future spintronic research and applications.

This introduction has summarized many of the key experiments and theories which have con-

tributed to the current knowledge of spintronics and its application. What is clear from this brief

overview is that, far from being fully understood, the full potential of the field is only beginning to

be developed. With entirely new experimental methods developed in the past decade for generating

and measuring spin currents, the rate of new effects and material properties discovered in the field

actually seems to be increasing, showing that not only is this field of great commercial interest to

electronic and data storage industries, but that there exists in the field a rich mine of new physical

properties and phenomena that are as of yet undiscovered.

This thesis is divided into 5 chapters. The first chapter, as we have just seen, is intended to

give a brief summary of the theoretical and experimental background relating to the experiments
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documented in this thesis and to give the reader an idea of the current state of the field. The second

chapter contains an in-depth analysis of the theory relating to the experiments and to illustrate the

effects and behaviours present in the materials we have studied. The third chapter describes the

experimental set-up and techniques used in our measurements and describes the samples measured

and how they were produced. The forth chapter contains the experimental measurements and

analyses which form the backbone of this report and is itself divided into 5 sections: Separating spin

rectification and spin pumping voltage signals, Calculating the spin Hall angle in Pt, Measurements

of ac spin current coupling, Measurements of a new form of the ISHE, and a study of Magnetic

coupling between FM materials in bilayer samples. The final chapter of this thesis summarizes the

results of these experiments and outlines a few remaining questions raised by these results.
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Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 Magnetism in Materials

Materials can divided into several classes based on properties such as chemical reactivity, molecular

structure, and conductivity; but one of the most important distinctions (for spintronics at least)

is based on how a material reacts to a magnetic field. Magnetism has been observed in materials

since ancient times, with the naturally magnetic lodestone long fascinating and puzzling scholars

and magnetic compasses being used for navigation by European and Asian navigators nearly a

thousand years ago. An understanding of the origins of magnetism took much longer to develop,

and with Hans Christian Oersted’s discovery that electrical currents flowing through a wire can

influence a compass needle, the relation between electrical currents and magnetic fields was real-

ized[1]. This connection between electricity and magnetism eventually led to James Clerk Maxwell’s

formulation of a set of laws which effectively united electricity, magnetism, and optics into a single

field (electromagnetism); these laws would later (with help from Albert Einstein and others) form

the basis of modern physics. With the development of quantum mechanics, the atomic basis of

magnetism in materials finally began to be understood and the answer to the long standing ques-

tion of why some materials react so strongly to magnetic fields while others hardly react at all, was

finally found.

Magnetism in individual atoms is mainly generated through a combination of Ampère’s circuit

law and the intrinsic polarization of their electrons (and to a lesser extent, their nuclei)[1]. Typically,

the strongest possible contribution to an atom’s magnetic moment is the net polarization of its
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bound electrons; electrons have a relatively large magnetic moment and can be polarized in either

an ’up’ or ’down’ state, if the majority of electrons are in one polarization state then this can

form a large contribution to the overall moment of the atom. However, since electrons tend to pair

according to the Pauli exclusion principle (an ’up’ and ’down’ electron in each orbital state) the net

electron magnetic moment of an atom is typically either zero or near zero, with materials typically

only having un-paired electrons in their outermost orbital shells. The second largest contributor

to an atom’s magnetic moment is the movement of electrons within their orbits; each electron in

its orbit forms a ’one-electron current loop’, which, through Ampère’s law, generates a magnetic

field. This is easiest to visualize using the Bohr model of the atom with circular electron orbits

about the nucleus, however, since it is now known that electrons actually form probabilistic clouds

of various shapes in their orbits, the actual moment generated by electron motion is more complex

than the simplistic Bohr model makes it appear. The final magnetic moment contribution in an

atom originates from the polarity of the protons and neutrons within the atomic nucleus (which like

electrons can also have ’up’ or ’down’ polarizations), however since the magnitude of the magnetic

moments of protons and neutrons is only 0.001 - 0.002% that of electrons[2], their contributions are

usually negligible in comparison.

Just because the individual atoms of a material generate a magnetic field and act as magnetic

dipoles does not mean that bulk samples of the material will interact in unison with an external field.

In fact, a material’s magnetic properties are mainly determined by how its component atoms interact

with each other, not an external field. Classically, one would expect for two neighbouring magnetic

dipoles to prefer to align themselves in opposite directions, but the magnetic fields generated by each

individual atom in a material are very small and, as a result, in some materials classical dipole-dipole

interactions are dwarfed by quantum mechanical exchange interactions. These quantum exchange

interactions are a result of the electrons in the outer shells of neighbouring atoms interacting with

each other and attempting to reduce the overall energy of the system. The equation governing

these interactions (called the Heisenberg Exchange Hamiltonian) takes the following form[1]:

HHeis = −
∑
i,j

Jij ~Si • ~Sj (2.1)

In this equation the total Heisenberg Exchange energy within a magnetic system is given by
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HHeis, the indexes i and j represent each separate atom within the system, the vectors ~S are

the spin vector orientations of atoms i and j, and finally Jij represents the exchange integral

between the two atoms. For most cases it is enough to consider only i and j values which represent

neighbouring atoms as the exchange integral decreases rapidly with distance. We see that in order

for the exchange energy to be minimized the atoms will want to align either parallel or anti-parallel

to each other, exactly which will depend on the sign of the exchange integral Jij . For Jij < 0

neighbouring atoms will align themselves in opposite directions in order to make the value of HHeis

negative; obviously this will result in an overall magnetization of zero within the material and

little, if any, interaction with an external applied field. Materials with these properties are called

’antiferromagnetic’. In the case where Jij > 0 the atoms will align parallel to each other in order to

minimize their overall energy; these materials are called ’ferromagnetic’ and will generally attempt

to align their magnetic moments in the direction of an external field.

Figure 2.1: A Cubic lattice composed of a) a magnetized Ferromagnetic material and b) an An-
tiferromagnetic material. Note the diagonal layers of parallel magnetization in the
antiferromagnetic cube, while nearest-neighbour atoms are all aligned in opposite di-
rections.

A related magnetic property of materials is Ferrimagnetism. Ferrimagnets are essentially antifer-

romagnetic materials composed of multiple different elements arranged in some form of alternating

pattern. Although in these materials Jij < 0 between the two elements, meaning that they will

arrange themselves opposite of each other, the magnetism of one of the elements is substantially

stronger than the magnetism of the other element. This means that instead of the magnetisms of

the oppositely aligned atoms cancelling each other out, as happens in antiferromagnets, the overall

magnetism of the material will be aligned parallel to the stronger element. Thus the material will

retain an overall magnetism and will interact with external fields (with the stronger element aligning
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parallel to the field and the weaker element aligning anti-parallel) exactly like a ferromagnet. The

main macroscopic difference between ferrimagnets and ferromagnets is their conductivity; while

most ferromagnets have a low electrical resistance and are used as electrical conductors, ferrimag-

nets tend to have much higher resistances due to the alternating atomic magnetizations within them

affecting electron flow[39]. Some notable ferrimagnets include magnetite (Fe3O4) and Yttrium Iron

Garnet (YIG, Y3Fe5O12).

2.1.1 Specific Material Properties

Throughout the experiments presented in this report we repeatedly make use of a few specific

materials due to their very important magnetic properties. The most common material we use is

known as Permalloy (Py), composed of Ni80Fe20, which is one of the most important ferromagnetic

materials used in magnetism experiments. The reason for this is that Py is a conductive soft

ferromagnet with very high magnetic permeability and very small anisotropy, meaning that it

readily aligns itself to an external field and has very few structural axes which might pull magnetic

moments away from this direction. Py has a face-centred cubic structure and a Curie temperature

of 843K making it an excellent material for use in data storage devices, where it is used for write

heads and as a magnetic shielding material[30]. Its saturation magnetization is 0.83 x106A/m[31],

which means that for external field orientations with a high demagnetization factor (such as an

out-of-plane orientation for a thin film) the magnetization of the material will tend to be pulled

towards easier axes unless a strong external field is applied, thus often the magnetization direction

of the material and the external field orientation are not exactly parallel to each other during

measurements.

Another important material we make use of in our experiments is Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG),

composed of Y3Fe5O12, an insulating ferrimagnetic material. This material has a saturation mag-

netization of 0.143 x106A/m[31] and a very low magnetic damping coefficient, giving it excellent

high frequency magnetic properties and a very narrow ferromagnetic resonance linewidth. Despite

being an insulator, experiments have shown that when undergoing FMR it is able to pump spin

polarization into neighbouring materials and recently microwave resonance experiments have be-

gun extensive studies to determine its properties and examine its potential uses[1]. YIG has a

garnet-style cubic atomic structure and a Curie temperature of 560K making it very suitable for
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room-temperature experiments. Its low magnetic damping gives YIG the ability to transport waves

of spin polarization (spin waves) over relatively large distances and for this reason YIG is looked

at as a very important material for future application in spintronic based devices.

The final material used in our experimental samples is Platinum (Pt), a precious paramagnetic

metal with an atomic number of 78. Platinum is a rare element in the Earth’s crust and is the

least reactive metal known, giving it excellent resistance to corrosion. It forms a face-centred cubic

structure, has a melting point of 2041.4K, and is commonly used in catalytic devices and jewellery.

The reason Pt is used in our experiments is due to its strong spin-orbit coupling, which allows the

material to exhibit a large spin Hall effect and Inverse Spin Hall Effect; this makes Pt the ideal

material to use as a spin polarization absorber for spin pumping experiments, as its large spin-orbit

coupling will convert the spin polarized current into a relatively large measurable dc current[31].

2.2 Magneto-resistance

The term ’magneto-resistance’ refers to effects that can increase or decrease the overall electrical

resistance of a conductive material in the presence of a magnetic field. The study of magneto-

resistance is one of the key research areas of spintronics and in recent years magneto-resistive

effects have found important use in data storage technologies[32]. Notable among these effects

is Giant Magneto-Resistance (GMR), which was independently discovered in 1988 by groups led

by Albert Fert[2] and Peter Grünberg[3]. GMR is an effect observed in structures composed of

multiple layers of ferromagnetic metals which generates a significant change in the resistance of the

structure depending on whether the ferromagnetic layers are magnetized parallel or anti-parallel to

each other. The variation of the resistance across these two ferromagnetic layers between the two

states was observed to be far larger than any previously observed magneto-resistive effect (hence

the name ’Giant’) and has found extensive use in modern magnetic data storage devices (where the

ability to electrically differentiate between two magnetic states is key to reading stored data). The

use of GMR in the multi-billion dollar data storage industry, as well as the role GMR has played

on subsequent studies of magneto-resistance, led to Fert and Grünberg receiving the Nobel Prize

in Physics in 2007 for their ground-breaking discovery.

GMR is one among many magneto-resistance effects known to exist, but its revolutionary impact
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on data storage technologies has made it by far the most important to modern society. The impact

of GMR serves to highlight the importance of spintronics as a whole to technological advancement;

with many technologies based on other magneto-resistive effects said to be poised to have an even

bigger impact on the world than GMR.

2.2.1 Anisotropic Magneto-resistance

The first observations of magneto-resistance were made by William Thompson (also known as Lord

Kelvin) in 1851 [33]. He noticed that as the magnetization direction of a ferromagnetic material

is rotated the resistance felt by an electric current flowing through the material changes. This

effect was termed Anisotropic magneto-resistance (AMR, to differentiate it from more recently

discovered magneto-resistive effects) and, based on experimental observations, can be described by

the following expression:

R( ~M) = R0 −∆RAMRsin
2θ (2.2)

where the resistance, R( ~M), felt by a current as it flows through a ferromagnetic material is

seen to vary with the material’s polarization, ~M , based on the angle between ~M and the current’s

direction of travel, θ. The magnitude of the resistance change is governed by constants representing

the resistance when θ = 0o (R0) and the resistance change felt by the current when θ is changed

from 0o to 90o (∆RAMR).

The reason why the resistance of a material changes with magnetic polarization was unknown

Figure 2.2: A diagram of AMR in a precessing FM material. The nearer θ is to 90o in this system,
the lower the resistance felt by the electric current.
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to Thompson and only began to be revealed as the quantum nature of atoms was developed. Today

it is known that the effect is mainly caused by spin-orbit interactions between moving electrons

(generally from the s-d electron shells) and stationary atoms. In most ferromagnetic materials the

magnitude of these interactions results in a resistance change of less than 5 %, however resistance

changes of up to 50 % have been observed in some uranium based materials [34]. Due to its early

discovery and ease of use, AMR has been (and still is) used extensively in sensors to measure the

orientation and strength of magnetic fields.

2.2.2 Hall Effects

There are several varieties of Hall effects, each intrinsically related, but produced as the result of

slightly different electrical and quantum mechanical effects. The original Hall effect was discovered

in 1879 by Edwin Herbert Hall almost two decades before the electron was discovered and describes

the effect that an external field has on electrical currents. The ordinary Hall effect has its basis

in the Lorentz force equation, which states that any moving change in a magnetic field will feel a

force equal to:

~F = q( ~E + ~v × ~B) (2.3)

This equation states that a charge (q) moving through an external field ( ~B) will feel not only a

force due to the potential ( ~E) pulling it forward, but also a force in a direction perpendicular to its

direction of motion (~v) which will tend to make the charge follow a curved trajectory. In the case

of a thin film with a current flowing along its length, an applied external field along a direction

perpendicular to the film’s surface will result in the electrons flowing in the current curving towards

the edges of the strip. For this configuration a measurement of the voltage potential across the

edges of the strip, perpendicular to the applied current direction, will yield:

VH = − IB
nte

(2.4)

where I is the magnitude of the current applied along the strip, B is the magnitude of the external

field applied perpendicular to the strip, t is the thickness of the strip, e is electron charge, and n is

the charge carrier density of the current in the strip. The magnitude of this voltage is generally quite
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small compared to that driving the current along the length of the strip but has found numerous

technical applications, most notably as a means for measuring the strength of magnetic fields.

An important (for spintronics at least) variation of the Hall effect is known as the spin Hall

effect. This variation similarly affects electrical currents flowing in a material, but does not require

the presence of an external field. The spin Hall effect is centred around the magnetic polarization

of the individual electrons making up the current; each electron’s polarization essentially taking the

place of the externally applied field of the ordinary Hall effect. Since a standard electrical current is

composed of roughly equal amounts of electrons polarized in opposite directions, the spin Hall effect

will divide oppositely polarized electrons to opposite edges of the strip (see Figure 2.3). This process

does not generate an electrical voltage like the ordinary spin Hall effect (since equal numbers of

electrons move to opposite edges), but creates a spin polarization difference between the two edges;

essentially generating a spin polarized current across the strip in a direction perpendicular to the

direction of the applied charge current.

Figure 2.3: A schematic showing how electrons of opposite polarity can build up on the edges of a
thin film strip due to the spin Hall effect.

Although the spin Hall effect is not easily measured in most devices, since there are few methods

available for directly measuring electron spin polarization, the inverse of this effect, logically called

the Inverse Spin Hall Effect (ISHE), has found much use recently as a method for converting spin

polarized currents into easily measurable charge currents[35]. The ISHE is most easily described

as the exact opposite of the regular spin Hall effect, where a spin polarization gradient across a

surface can be converted to a charge current through the relation:

~Jc = ΘSH
~Js × σ̂ (2.5)

Here ~Js represents the vector magnitude and orientation of the spin polarized current, σ̂ is the
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polarization direction of the current, and ΘSH is the spin Hall angle which determines the efficiency

of the ISHE.

An additional variation of the Hall effect which merits discussion is the Anomalous Hall effect

(AHE). The AHE is outwardly similar to the ordinary Hall effect except that it occurs only for

currents flowing in ferromagnetic materials. For the AHE the electrons moving with a current are

not deflected by an external magnetic field but by the internal magnetism of the FM material. This

is not due to the contribution of the magnetism to the total magnetic field felt by the sample, but is

thought to be caused by condensed matter properties within the FM (the exact origin of the AHE

is still unknown). The AHE is generally significantly larger than the ordinary Hall effect, but the

two approach relative parity at low temperatures in some materials[42].

2.3 Magnetization Dynamics

2.3.1 General

The interaction between magnetic fields and ferromagnetic moments can be very complex but is core

to many fields of condensed matter physics, especially spintronics. The first attempt to describe this

interaction was made in 1935 by Lev Landau and Evgeny Lifshitz[36] and describes the behaviour

of the magnetization ( ~M) of a ferromagnetic (FM) material in response to an external magnetic

field ~Hi:

d ~M

dt
= −γ( ~M × ~Hi) (2.6)

where γ represents the electron gyromagnetic ratio within the FM material. In essence this equation

states that if the magnetization has a vector component perpendicular to the external field it will

feel a torque from the field; this torque will cause the magnetization to precess about the external

field direction [see Figure 2.4 (a)], much like the precession of a top about vertical.

In 1955 this relation was expanded by T.L. Gilbert to include the effects of magnetic damp-

ing within FM materials[38]. This equation, now known as the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG)

Equation, forms the theoretical basis for all studies of dynamic magnetism and takes the following

form:
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d ~M

dt
= −( ~M × ~Hi)(1 + α2) +

α

M0
( ~M × d ~M

dt
) (2.7)

The α term introduced above is termed the ’damping constant’ and is related to how quickly

precessional motion of the magnetic moments within an FM material dies down; a form of friction

within magnetic systems where magnetic interactions between moments takes the place of air and

surface resistance. In this equation we see that systems with large precessional motions (large d ~M
dt

terms) will feel large damping (through the second part of Equation (2.7)) which will act against

the driving torque term and reduce the magnitude of the precessional motion of the system. As α

is generally very small we can usually approximate the (1+α2) term in Equation (2.7) to be equal

to one.

Figure 2.4: a)Precessional motion of an FM moment ~M about an external field ~H in the absence
of damping b)Behaviour of the same FM moment when damping is considered, the
damping acts to force ~M towards the external field direction and results in a spiralling
decay of precessional motion c)The vector components of the FM moment and the net
external field it experiences, as given by Equations (2.8) and (2.9)

The great value of the LLG Equation is revealed when we apply it to a general system involving

an oscillating (usually microwave) magnetic field. In this system the external field will consist of a

large constant term ( ~Hi0), which we shall define as being oriented along the ẑ direction, as well as

a smaller oscillating term introduced by the microwave field (~hi). If we assume | ~Hi0| � |~hi|, then

we can similarly separate ~M into a large constant term ( ~M0) lying parallel to the external field and

smaller oscillating terms perpendicular to ẑ (~m). Thus we have the following terms to insert into

Equation (2.7) [vectors sketched in Figure 2.4 (c)]:
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~Hi = ~Hi0 + ~hie
−iωt = (0, 0, Hi0) + (hix, hiy, hiz)e

−iωt (2.8)

~M = ~M0 + ~me−iωt = (0, 0,M0) + (mx,my, 0)e−iωt (2.9)

The e−iωt variance of the smaller terms in Equations (2.8) and (2.9) represents their dependence

on the microwave magnetic field, which oscillates at a frequency of ω. We can now write Equation

(2.7) as:

d( ~M0 + ~me−iωt)

dt
=− γ(( ~M0 + ~me−iωt)× ( ~Hi0 + ~hie

−iωt))

+
α

M0
(( ~M0 + ~me−iωt)× d( ~M0 + ~me−iωt)

dt
)

(2.10)

Since we have assumed that the magnitude of ~M0 is constant, we know that d ~M0
dt = 0. Applying

this to Equation (2.10) and solving the other derivations we get:

− iω ~me−iωt = −γ(( ~M0 + ~me−iωt)× ( ~Hi0 + ~hie
−iωt))− α

M0
(( ~M0 + ~me−iωt)× iω ~me−iωt) (2.11)

Separating the cross products of this equation leaves us with:

iω ~me−iωt =γ( ~M0 × ~Hi0 + ~M0 × ~hie−iωt + ~me−iωt × ~Hi0 + ~me−iωt × ~hie−iωt)

+
α

M0
( ~M0 × iω ~me−iωt + ~me−iωt × iω ~me−iωt)

(2.12)

Thankfully we are able to simplify Equation (2.12) somewhat. As ~M0 is parallel to ~Hi0 their

cross product will equal zero. Additionally, as both ~m and ~hi are assumed to be small relative to

~M0 and ~Hi0, we can say that terms containing the cross product ~m × ~hi will be negligibly small

compared to other terms. Thus Equation (2.12) becomes:

iω ~me−iωt = γ( ~M0 × ~hie−iωt + ~me−iωt × ~Hi0) +
α

M0
( ~M0 × iω ~me−iωt) (2.13)
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Simplifying further by cancelling out like terms leaves us with:

~m =
γ

iω
( ~M0 × ~hi + ~m× ~Hi0) +

α

M0
( ~M0 × ~m) (2.14)

Having derived Equation (2.14), we must now introduce the effects of the internal demagnetiza-

tion field within the FM material. Structures composed of an FM material have axes along which

it is easy to align their magnetization and axes along which this is more difficult. The directions

of these easy and hard alignment axes are determined by the shape of the structure; as the energy

state of two neighbouring moments is lowest when they are aligned head-to-tail as a line (as opposed

to standing parallel beside each other), the easy axis of a material is the orientation along which

the greatest number of moments can align head to tail. For example, in a flat sheet of FM material

the moments would all be allowed to point head-to-tail when an external field aligns them in-plane

to the sheet, thus the easy axes of this FM sheet would be any in-plane direction. Conversely, the

hard axis of an FM sheet would be the direction normal to the sheet’s surface, as in this orientation

all the FM moments would need to position themselves in the high energy ’parallel’ configuration.

The existence of easy and hard axes within an FM structure means that in the absence of an

external magnetic field the FM moments will generally prefer to align parallel to the easy axis,

with large external fields sometimes being needed to pull them into higher energy alignments along

harder axes. The preference of FM moments to align along an easy axis is modelled as an ’internal

demagnetization field’. This ’internal demagnetization field’ is not a true magnetic field, but more

of a ’negative’ magnetic field, pushing the FM moment’s alignment away from hard axes but not

pulling them toward easy axes. We can insert this internal demagnetization field into our system

by inserting some negative terms opposing the applied external and microwave fields. This has the

form:


hix

hiy

hiz

 =


hx −Nxmx

hy −Nymy

hz −Nzmz

 (2.15)
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Hi0x

Hi0y

Hi0z

 =


Hx −NxMx

Hy −NyMy

Hz −NzMz

 (2.16)

In Equations (2.15) and (2.16) the value Nk represents the demagnetization factor along each

axis (the strength of the negative field); a smaller value of Nk indicates an ’easier’ axis. The

demagnetization factors along each axis are related by the equation Nx+Ny+Nz = 1 for any system.

As we have defined our external field to lie along the ẑ axis, the corresponding demagnetization

field will only have components along this axis; Equation (2.16) becomes (assuming Mz=M0):

~Hi0 = (0, 0, Hi0 −NzMz) = (0, 0, H −NzM0) (2.17)

Now solving the cross products in Equation (2.14) using Equations (2.15) and (2.17):

~M0 × ~hi = −M0(hy −Nymy)x̂+M0(hx −Nxmx)ŷ (2.18)

~m× ~Hi0 = my(H −NzM0)x̂−mx(H −NzM0)ŷ (2.19)

~M0 × ~m = −M0myx̂+M0mxŷ (2.20)

We get the following:

~m =
γ

iω
[−M0(hy −Nymy)x̂+M0(hx −Nxmx)ŷ +my(H −NzM0)x̂−mx(H −NzM0)ŷ]

+
α

M0
(−M0myx̂+M0mxŷ)

(2.21)

Combining terms and simplifying yields:

iω(mx+my) = γM0[(−hy +Nymy)x̂+(hx−Nxmx)ŷ]+(γ(H−NzM0)− iωα)(myx̂−mxŷ) (2.22)

To make working with this equation easier, we shall introduce the following definitions:
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ωm = γM0 (2.23)

ω0 = γ(H −NzM0) (2.24)

Our Equation (2.22) now has the somewhat less intimidating form:

iω(mxx̂+myŷ) = ωm[(−hy +Nymy)x̂+ (hx −Nxmx)ŷ] + (ω0 − iωα)(myx̂−mxŷ) (2.25)

This equation can be separated into the following equations in the x̂ and ŷ directions:

iωmx = ωm(−hy +Nymy) + (ω0 − iωα)my = −ωmhy + (ωmNy + ω0 − iωα)my (2.26)

iωmy = ωm(hx −Nxmx)− (ω0 − iωα)mx = ωmhx − (ωmNx − ω0 + iωα)mx (2.27)

We notice that these equations are coupled, thus we are able to combine them to solve for mx

and my:

(iω)2mx = −iωωmhy + (ωmNy + ω0 − iωα)iωmy (2.28)

(iω)2mx = −iωωmhy + (ωmNy + ω0 − iωα)(ωmhx − (ωmNx − ω0 + iωα)mx) (2.29)

By letting:

ω2
r = (ωmNy + ω0)(ωmNx + ω0) (2.30)

We can find the following solution for mx:

mx =
ωm(ωmNy + ω0 − iωα)hx − iωωmhy
ω2
r − ω2 − iωα(ωm(Nx +Ny) + 2ω0)

(2.31)

Similarly, the solution for my is:
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my =
iωωmhx + ωm(ωmNx + ω0 − iωα)hy
ω2
r − ω2 − iωα(ωm(Nx +Ny) + 2ω0)

(2.32)

Solving for these terms allows us to define what is known as the susceptibility tensor, which

relates the motion of the magnetization in a material to the applied microwave magnetic field.

~m = χ̂~h =


χxx iχxy 0

−iχxy χyy 0

0 0 0

~h (2.33)

The matrix components of this tensor correspond to our solutions for mx and my:

χxx =
ωm(ωmNy + ω0 − iωα)

ω2
r − ω2 − iωα(ωm(Nx +Ny) + 2ω0)

= ωm(ωmNy + ω0 − iωα)F (2.34)

χxy =
−ωωm

ω2
r − ω2 − iωα(ωm(Nx +Ny) + 2ω0)

= −ωωmF (2.35)

χyy =
ωm(ωmNx + ω0 − iωα)

ω2
r − ω2 − iωα(ωm(Nx +Ny) + 2ω0)

= ωm(ωmNx + ω0 − iωα)F (2.36)

where to simplify things we have F as:

F =
1

ω2
r − ω2 − iωα(ωm(Nx +Ny) + 2ω0)

(2.37)

Looking at the components of Equation (2.33), we see that the components of ~m will be max-

imized when ω = ωr. This frequency is thus termed the resonance frequency of our system and

is the frequency at which the magnetic moments of the system are able to precess most freely

within a given external field. Looking back at Equations (2.23), (2.24), and (2.30) we can write the

resonance frequency of our system as:

ω2
r = γ2(Hr +M0(Ny −Nz))(Hr +M0(Nx −Nz)) (2.38)

where the term Hr represents the resonance field (the external field corresponding to ωr). We see

that the resonance frequency of the system is intrinsically dependent on the strength of the external

field as well as the material’s internal demagnetization factors (which, as our coordinate system is
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defined so that the external field is parallel to ẑ, will change as the external field is rotated). To

determine the properties of the magnetization near resonance, we now insert Equations (2.30) and

(2.38) into Equation (2.37):

F =
1

ω2
r − ω2 − iωα(ωm(Nx +Ny) + 2ω0)

=
ω2
r − ω2 + iωα(ωm(Nx +Ny) + 2ω0)

(ω2
r − ω2)2 + α2ω2(ωm(Nx +Ny) + 2ω0)2

(2.39)

After a good deal of substitution and simplification this equation becomes:

F =
1

γ2

[H +Hr +M0(Nx +Ny − 2Nz)][H −Hr] + iαωγ [2(H −NzM0) +M0(Nx +Ny)]

[H +Hr +M0(Nx +Ny − 2Nz)]2[H −Hr]2 + α2ω2

γ2
[2(H −NzM0) +M0(Nx +Ny)]2

(2.40)

Which doesn’t look much simpler. However, defining what shall be termed the Line Width

(∆H) of our resonance as:

∆H =
αω

γ

2(H −NzM0) +M0(Nx +Ny)

H +Hr +M0(Nx +Ny − 2Nz)
(2.41)

Allows us to reduce Equation (2.40) to:

F =
1

γαω[2(H −NzM0) +M0(Nx +Ny)]

[
∆H(H −Hr) + i∆H2

(H −Hr)2 + ∆H2

]
(2.42)

When the external field and the oscillation frequency of the input microwave magnetic field

do not match to produce resonance (through Equation (2.38)), any precessional motion within the

system will quickly decay due to damping and interference between the oscillations of ~m and ~h.

The ’Line Width’ defined above is closely related to this non-resonant decay and represents the

rate at which non-resonant decay increases as H is shifted further from Hr (or ω is shifted further

from ωr). We now define two new variables for our system, called the Lorentz amplitude (L) and

the Dispersive amplitude (D); these variables will come to play an important role in later analyses.

L =
∆H2

(H −Hr)2 + ∆H2
(2.43)
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D =
∆H(H −Hr)

(H −Hr)2 + ∆H2
(2.44)

Figure 2.5: A sketch of the peak shapes produced by the Lorentz amplitude and Dispersive ampli-
tude of our system, as defined by Equations (2.43) and (2.44)

Looking at Equations (2.43) and (2.44), we see that the value of L will remain positive for all

values of H and will have a symmetric shape about Hr [Figure 2.5 (a)], while the value of D will

have different signs for H values above and below Hr (as well, D=0 for H=Hr) giving it an anti-

symmetric shape about Hr [Figure 2.5 (b)]. The Lorentz and Dispersive amplitudes correspond to

the imaginary and real components of our equation for F:

F =
D + iL

γαω[2(H −NzM0) +M0(Nx +Ny)]
(2.45)

Re-inserting F into our susceptibility tensor from Equation (2.33) gives us the following relation

between the precessional motion of the magnetic moments of our system and the input microwave

magnetic field:

~m = χ̂~h =
M0(D + iL)

αω[2H +M0(Nx +Ny − 2Nz)]


Axx iAxy 0

−iAxy Ayy 0

0 0 0

~h (2.46)

With

Axx = γ(H +M0(Ny −Nz))− iωα (2.47)
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Axy = −ω (2.48)

Ayy = γ(H +M0(Nx −Nz))− iωα (2.49)

We see that this relation is dependent on a number of factors. Of course it is dependent on

the strength of the external field and the frequency of the applied microwave radiation, but it is

also highly dependent on the internal demagnetization factors of the FM material as well as the

orientation of the applied microwave magnetic field (~h). The value of Equation (2.46) lies in the fact

that it relates precessional motion ~m, a value impossible to measure directly but which is of crucial

importance in many magneto-dynamic effects, to quantities whose value can be experimentally

determined or measured. This will be seen later in our discussions of the voltage signals produced

by spin rectification and spin pumping.

2.3.2 Non-Linear Dynamics

The calculations performed in the previous section to describe the interactions between magnetic

fields and ferromagnetic moments are in most practical cases quite accurate and reliable for compar-

ison with experimental results, however, in deriving these equations we relied upon an assumption

that introduces a fundamental limitation to this accuracy. This assumption is used to simplify

Equation (2.16) by approximating that Mz ≈ M0; as can be seen in Figure 2.6 this is obviously

not true, the accuracy of this approximation decreasing as the cone angle of FMR precession (θ)

increases. As this cone angle is dependent on ~m (and through Equation (2.33), on ~h), we can see

that as the microwave magnetic field incident on our sample increases the relations derived in the

previous section become less accurate.

The calculations performed in the previous section are considered as accurate only within the

’linear regime’ of microwave power, ie. where Mz(~h) ≈M0; to more accurately model the behaviour

of a system with a stronger microwave magnetic field it is necessary to move into the ’non-linear

regime’, where the dependence of Mz on ~h is taken into account. To do this, it is simplest to look

upon a precessing FM moment as a 2-dimensional example of a pendulum. It is well known that

simple analytical solutions for a 1-dimensional pendulum are only available when the amplitude of

its oscillations is small, which is very similar to the assumption we make for magnetization dynamics

in the linear regime. In the appendix of this report we will examine two systems in the non-linear
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regime: a general 1-D oscillating system and a 1-D forced pendulum, and in this section we will

examine the more relevant case of a precessing FM moment in the non-linear regime. It is hoped

that examining the simpler 1-D systems will permit us to better understand and appreciate the

fascinating dynamics which take place in the non-linear regime of oscillating systems.

Figure 2.6: A sketch of the important vectors of an FM moment undergoing precession due to
resonance

Non-Linear Ferromagnetic Resonance

Derivations of the equations of motion for general systems and forced pendulums in the non-

linear regime can be found in the appendix of this report, here we focus our attention on systems

composed of ferromagnetic materials driven by periodic microwave magnetic fields. We begin with

the standard equation governing the motion of ferromagnetic moments in a large constant external

field, the LLG equation:

∂ ~M

∂t
= −γ ~M × ~Heff +

α

M0

~M × ∂ ~M

∂t
(2.50)

Remembering that in this equation ~M represent the magnitude (| ~M | = M0) and vector ori-

entation of the FM moments, ~Heff is the external magnetic field felt by the moments, γ is the

gyromagnetic ratio of the FM material, and α is the Gilbert damping term. If we assume our FM

material to be a thin film oriented normal to the ẑ direction and align a large constant external

field perpendicular to the film (ẑ), then we can write ~M and ~H as combinations of large constant

components and smaller oscillating components:
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~M = (mx,my,Mz) (2.51)

~Heff = (hcos(ωt), hsin(ωt), H −Mz) (2.52)

where h represents the strength of the in-plane component of the applied microwave magnetic

field. Inserting these terms into the LLG equation we eventually arrive at the following coupled

differential equations:

∂mx

∂t
= −γ(H −Mz)my + γMzhsin(ωt) +

α

M0
(−∂my

∂t
Mz +my

∂Mz

∂t
) (2.53)

∂my

∂t
= γ(H −Mz)mx − γMzhcos(ωt) +

α

M0
(
∂mx

∂t
Mz −mx

∂Mz

∂t
) (2.54)

∂Mz

∂t
= −γ(mxhsin(ωt)−myhcos(ωt)) +

α

M0
(−∂mx

∂t
my +mx

∂my

∂t
) (2.55)

Similar to how we approximated our solutions for the general oscillating system in the appendix

(using Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky asymptotic methods), we shall first calculate a solution for our

FM system neglecting the damping components then insert this solution into our general equations.

Neglecting damping by setting α = 0, we find:

mx = acos(ωet) (2.56)

my = bcos(ωet+ ϕ) (2.57)

M2
0 = m2

x +m2
y +M2

z →Mz ≈M0 −
m2
x +m2

y

2M0
(2.58)

Here a and b are the amplitudes of the FM oscillation in the x̂ and ŷ directions, respectively,

with ϕ representing the oscillation phase difference between them. ωe is the eigenfrequency of

the resonance state without damping factors. In the above equations the addition of the second

term in the approximation of Equation (2.58) introduces non-linear effects into the system, this

will become clearer later when we rewrite these equations. Inserting Equations (2.56), (2.57), and

(2.58) into our general equations for the system (Equations (2.53), (2.54), and (2.55)), we arrive at

the following non-linear equations:
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−aωesin(ωet) = −bγ(H−M0)cos(ωet+ϕ)− γb

2M0
[a2cos2(ωet)+b2cos2(ωet+ϕ)]cos(ωet+ϕ) (2.59)

−bωesin(ωet+ϕ) = aγ(H−M0)cos(ωet)+
γa

2M0
[a2cos2(ωet)+b2cos2(ωet+ϕ)]cos(ωet+ϕ) (2.60)

As in our appendix calculations, for cases where the system undergoes harmonic oscillations

we expect the sin(ωet) and cos(ωet) terms in each of these equations to be equal on the right and

left hand side. We also expand the squared components of the last terms of Equations (2.59) and

(2.60) (the terms beginning with γa(b)
2M0

) into a Fourier series, taking up to the cubic term. From

equating the cos(ωet) terms we find cos(ϕ) = 0, while from the sin(ωet) terms we get the following

equations:

aωe + γb(H −M0 +
a2 + 3b2

8M0
)sinϕ = 0 (2.61)

γa(H −M0 +
3a2 + b2

8M0
) + bωesinϕ = 0 (2.62)

As we assume a2, b2 � M0, combining equations (2.61) and (2.62) will reveal that the eigen-

frequency of the system is equal to ωe ≈ γ(H −M0 + a2

2M0
) with a corresponding eigenvector of

(1,±1). This eigenvector indicates that the magnetization moment in our system precesses in a

circular motion about the external field direction in the non-linear regime and allows us to state

that ∂Mz
∂t = 0. Additionally, this allows us to replace the amplitude terms a and b in our equations

with the expression for the cone angle of the precession, θ (the angle between the orientation of the

FM moment and the external field direction, see Figure 2.6). If we assume that the cone angle is

small, we can replace Equations (2.56), (2.57), and (2.58) with:

mx = M0sinθcos(ωt+ φ) ≈M0θcos(ωt+ φ) (2.63)

my = M0sinθsin(ωt+ φ) ≈M0θsin(ωt+ φ) (2.64)

Mz = M0cosθ ≈M0(1− θ2

2
) (2.65)

where φ is the phase difference between the precessional motion of the FM moment and the os-
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cillations of the microwave magnetic field h. We see in the above equations the mathematical

similarities between non-linear FMR and the motion of a non-linear pendulum, with the non-linear

terms arising from the expansion of trigonometric functions. Inserting Equations (2.63), (2.64),

and (2.65) into our original Equations (2.53) and (2.54) and combining terms as before results in

the following:

[γ(H −M0 +
1

2
M0θ

2)− ω]θsin(ωt+ φ) + αω(1− θ2

2
)θcos(ωt+ φ) = γ(1− θ2

2
)hsin(ωt) (2.66)

Expanding sin(ωt + φ) and cos(ωt + φ) using Fourier expansions allows us to eliminate φ, as

shown in the appendix calculations (Equation (A.5)). Some rearranging yields:

θ2 =
(1− θ2/2)2h2

(H −M0 + 1
2M0θ2 − ω

γ )2 + (αωγ )2(1− 1
2θ

2)2
(2.67)

Knowing that ω/γ + M0 ≈ H0 (the resonance field of the system without non-linear terms)

and αω/γ = ∆H (the line width of the resonance signal) and assuming h2θ2 = 0 and α2θ2 = 0

(products of two small terms), we arrive at the following equation:

θ2 =
h2

(H −H0 + 1
2M0θ2)2 + ∆H2

(2.68)

This equation has a form very similar to the equation we obtained in the appendix for the

amplitude of the oscillations of a non-linear pendulum (Equation (A.14)) and has familiar foldover

characteristics (see Figure 2.7). Calculating the resonance field Hr (the H value which maximizes

θ2) yields:

Hr = H0 −
1

2
M0θ

2 = H0 −
1

2
M0

h2

∆H2
(2.69)

as at resonance θ2 = h2/∆H2. Thus we see that, just like for the pendulum system, the resonance

position of the system decreases as the external oscillating force (here h) increases. We see that

there is a critical h value (hth) where the oscillation peak begins to fold over [Figure 2.7(b)], defined

as the lowest h value for which the slope of the peak becomes infinite. The level of foldover can

also be determined by calculating the external field strengths where θ2 jumps from high values to
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Figure 2.7: Plots of the cone angle of a ferromagnetic moment undergoing non-linear FMR as
described by Equation (2.68)[44][45]. a) For weak microwave fields non-linear effects
are small and the FMR peak retains its symmetric shape. b) The resonant position
shifts to lower fields as h increases. At h = hth the slope on the low-field side of the
peak becomes infinite. c) For h > hth the resonance peak ’folds over’. Within the
foldover range the cone angle measured depends on the direction in which the external
field is being swept.

low values (Hdown) and from low values to high values (Hup) [Figure 2.7(c)], the distance between

these two critical field values increases as the level of foldover increases. The values of Hdown and

Hup can be determined by calculating the two external field values where the slope of Equation

(2.68) is infinite; for h� hth they can be found to be:

Hdown ≈ H0 −
1

2

h2

∆H2
M0 (2.70)

Hup ≈ H0 −
3

2
h2/3M

1/3
0 (2.71)

The corresponding cone angles where these jumps initially occur [Figure 2.7(c)] can also be

calculated from Equation (2.68) using the equations for Hdown and Hup:

θdown =
h

∆H
(2.72)
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θup =
h1/3

M
1/3
0

(2.73)

Thus we see that not only does the magnitude of the FM cone angle abruptly shift at Hdown

and Hup, but so too does the cone angle’s dependence on the strength of the external microwave

magnetic field.

2.4 Magnetic Rectification

2.4.1 AMR Rectification

Magnetic rectification is an effect which produces a dc current within a material through the cou-

pling of a time dependent (ac) current and a time dependent resistance[16]. Within a ferromagnetic

material an ac current can be supplied by bombarding the sample with electromagnetic radiation;

the electric field component of this radiation can pass into the material and produce an oscillating

current. To generate a time dependent resistance within the same FM material the magneto-

resistive effects are employed, the simplest being anisotropic magneto-resistance (AMR), a form

of magneto-resistance varies the resistance within a material dependent on its magnetization. Al-

though classically a static effect, in FM systems undergoing resonant motion the magnetization

direction precesses about the external field direction; through AMR this precessional motion can

produce a time dependent resistance for currents flowing in the system[16]. To analyse how a time

dependent current and resistance can be rectified to generate a dc current we shall first begin with

the time dependent Ohm’s equation[46], which relates resistance (R) and current (I) to the time

averaged voltage a current experiences(V):

V =< I(t) ·R( ~M(t)) > (2.74)

Where the symbols <> indicate a time average of the values between them. If we assume the

current in this system is an oscillating electromagnetic current (I = je−iωt) with an oscillation

amplitude of j along the measurement axis and a frequency ω, then inserting this into Ohm’s

equation yields:
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V =< Re(je−iωt) ·R( ~M(t)) > (2.75)

For a material undergoing FMR with a frequency ω, ~M(t) will consist of a fairly large constant

value parallel to an applied external field ( ~H) given by ~M0 and smaller time dependent components

given by ~me−iωt, where ~m = mxx̂+myŷ +mz ẑ is perpendicular to the external field. This gives:

R( ~M, t) = R( ~M0 + ~me−iωt) (2.76)

Expanding Equation (2.76) in a Taylor series allows us to approximate (assuming | ~M0| � |~m|):

R( ~M, t) ≈ R( ~M0) + ~me−iωt • ~∇MR( ~M0) (2.77)

Inserting this into Equation (2.75) gives:

V =< Re(je−iωt) ·Re[R( ~M0) + ~me−iωt • ~∇MR( ~M0)] > (2.78)

This can be split into two separate time averages like so:

V =< Re(je−iωt) ·R( ~M0) > + < Re(je−iωt) ·Re[~me−iωt • ~∇MR( ~M0)] > (2.79)

As j, R( ~M0), ~m, and ~∇MR( ~M0) are independent of time, this equation simplifies to:

V = (j ·R( ~M0)) < cos(ωt) > +~m • ~∇MR( ~M0) · j < cos2(iωt) > (2.80)

We can see that the time average of the first term in this equation will equal zero, while the

time average of the second term equals 1/2. Thus our equation becomes:

V =
1

2
j[~m • ~∇MR( ~M0)] (2.81)

From this we can clearly see that, provided ~m • ~∇MR( ~M0) 6= 0, the voltage produced in this

material by the input microwave current will not be zero. This process of producing a dc voltage

from a microwave source is what is called AMR rectification[16]. To better clarify this process, it is
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perhaps easier to visualize it as shown in Figure 2.8. In Figure 2.8(a) we see the microwave current

incident upon the sample (j) is directed towards the right and the magnetization of the material has

a large θ value (magnetization and microwave current almost perpendicular). In this configuration

the microwave current will feel a large resistance due to AMR and will correspondingly experience

a large voltage. In Figure 2.8(b) the microwave current is directed to the left and the θ value of

the material’s magnetization is low (magnetization and microwave current nearly parallel). Here

the microwave current will feel a smaller resistance than in a) in addition to experiencing a smaller

voltage. During FMR the material’s magnetization will oscillate between its positions in a) and b)

in sync with the applied microwave current. If the θ values in these two figures were equal then the

rightward and leftward voltages felt by the microwave current would be equal and time average to

zero. However, for the case shown, the two θ values are not equal and break the left-right symmetry

of the voltage, thus time averaging the voltages produced in Figure 2.8 will yield an overall voltage

in the right direction.

Figure 2.8: Diagram of an FM material rectifying a microwave current into a dc voltage through
AMR. As both the microwave current and the material’s magnetization oscillate at the
same frequency, the system will continually rotate between the two states shown in a)
and b). Time averaging the voltages yields an overall voltage to the right.

2.4.2 Spin Rectification

AMR is not the only magneto-resistive effect able to rectify oscillating electromagnetic currents

into dc currents, in theory any time-dependent resistance present within an FM material has the

potential to rectify ac currents into dc currents. If we look at the ordinary and anomalous Hall
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effects (discussed in Section 2.2.2), we see that they are dependent on the angle between either

an external field or the material’s magnetization, and a flowing current. In a system undergoing

FMR the relevant angle for both Hall effects will have small oscillating components (the microwave

magnetic field to the external field and precessional motion to the magnetization) which would allow

them to rectify ac currents[16]. The dc currents produced by allowing Hall effects, in addition to

AMR, to rectify oscillating electromagnetic currents were first theoretically analysed in the 1960’s

by H.J. Juretschke et al.[47][48][49] but appreciable voltage signals resulting from this effect were

not measured until 2007 by Y.S. Gui et al.[16][50], who termed this combined rectification the Spin

Rectification Effect (SRE). Later publications by Gui et al.[50][51] further fleshed out many of the

important details of the SRE. To calculate the dc voltage rectified through the SRE, we shall work

out the spin and magnetization dynamics of a simple FM system beginning with the generalized

form of Ohm’s equation[43][52]:

~J = σ ~E − σ∆ρ

M2
( ~J • ~M) ~M + σRH0

~J × ~Hi + σRH ~J × ~M (2.82)

This equation describes the current produced in an FM material with magnetization ~M and

conductivity σ when in the presence of a microwave electric field ~E and an external magnetic field

~Hi. The first term in this equation is the linear (first order) approximation of Ohm’s law relating

current to an applied electric field. The second term is the non-linear (second order) effect of

AMR on the current in the system, containing the resistivity change due to the AMR effect, ∆ρ

(∆ρ = A∆RAMR
L , where A is the cross-sectional area of the sample and L is its length and ∆RAMR

is the resistance change due to the AMR effect). The last two terms in this equation respectively

describe the non-linear effects on the current due to the ordinary Hall effect and the anomalous

Hall effect, with RH0 representing the ordinary Hall resistivity and RH representing the anomalous

Hall resistivity. Combining the last three terms of Equation (2.82) to rewrite the equation as the

sum of the effects of two electric fields, we get:

~J = σ( ~E + ~E1) (2.83)

~E1 = −∆ρ

M2
( ~J • ~M) ~M +RH0

~J × ~Hi +RH ~J × ~M (2.84)
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Defining our external field to have both a large constant term , H0, parallel to the ẑ direction

and smaller oscillating components, ~h, due to an applied microwave magnetic field with frequency

ω, we can write:

~Hi = H0ẑ + ~he−iωt (2.85)

Similarly, we can break ~M down into a large constant component, ~M0, parallel to the ẑ axis

(along the external field direction) and smaller oscillating components (due to FMR precession),

~m:

~M = M0ẑ + ~me−iωt (2.86)

The voltage, V , produced along the measurement axis of our sample (ˆ̀) can be found by

integrating the time average of the electric field within the sample over the measurement axis:

V =

∫
< ~E + ~E1 > dˆ̀ (2.87)

To determine this we begin by calculating the time average of the electric fields within our

system:

< ~E + ~E1 >=< ~E > + < −∆ρ

M2
( ~J • ~M) ~M +RH0

~J × ~Hi +RH ~J × ~M > (2.88)

As we defined ~E as a microwave electric field, its amplitude will continually oscillate about zero,

and the time average of its amplitude will equal zero. Before performing the second time average

we will insert Equations (2.85) and (2.86) into Equation (2.88):

< ~E + ~E1 >=− ∆ρ

M2
< ( ~J • (M0ẑ +Re(~me−iωt)))(M0ẑ +Re(~me−iωt)) >

+RH0 < ~J × (H0ẑ +Re(~he−iωt)) > +RH < ~J × (M0ẑ +Re(~me−iωt)) >

(2.89)
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< ~E + ~E1 > = −∆ρ

M2
< ( ~J •M0ẑ)M0ẑ + ( ~J •M0ẑ)Re(~me

−iωt) + ( ~J •Re(~me−iωt))M0ẑ

+ ( ~J •Re(~me−iωt))Re(~me−iωt) > +RH0 < ~J ×H0ẑ + ~J ×Re(~he−iωt) >

+RH < ~J ×M0ẑ + ~J ×Re(~me−iωt) >

(2.90)

As H0ẑ and (for small amplitude oscillations) M0ẑ do not vary with time, and ~J oscillates

about zero, time averages involving only these terms will have a value of zero. Additionally, since

|M0ẑ| � |~m| any terms containing two Re(~me−iωt) terms can be ignored. Thus we know:

< ( ~J •M0ẑ)M0ẑ >= 0 (2.91)

< ~J ×M0ẑ >= 0 (2.92)

< ~J ×H0ẑ >= 0 (2.93)

< ( ~J •Re(~me−iωt))Re(~me−iωt) >≈ 0 (2.94)

This simplifies Equation (2.90) to:

< ~E + ~E1 > = −∆ρ

M2
< ( ~J •M0ẑ)Re(~me

−iωt) + ( ~J •Re(~me−iωt))M0ẑ > +RH0 < ~J ×Re(~he−iωt) >

+RH < ~J ×Re(~me−iωt) >

(2.95)

Looking at this equation we see that the first and third time averages involve the term ~me−iωt,

while the second time average contains ~he−iωt. Going back to Equation (2.46), where we calculated

the susceptibility tensor relating ~m to ~h, we see that at resonance we will always have the relation

|~m| ∝ 1
α |~h| (α being the damping factor of the FM material). As for most materials α is on the

order of 0.05 or less[31], we see that |~m| � |~h|; thus the second time averaging term in Equation

(2.95) will be far smaller than the other two and can be ignored. To further simplify this equation,

we will redefine:
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Re(~me−iωt) = ~m+ (2.96)

Now we have:

< ~E + ~E1 >= −∆ρ

M2
< ( ~J •M0ẑ)~m

+ + ( ~J • ~me−iωt)M0ẑ > +RH < ~J × ~m+ > (2.97)

This equation, when placed in Equation (2.87), can produce a dc voltage within our sample

via spin rectification. As it is not very intuitive on its own, the following sections will calculate

the voltage produced in two high symmetry orientations. From these examples we will also be

able to determine how the line shape of the rectified voltage signal depends on the external field

orientation.

In-Plane External Field

Figure 2.9: The two coordinate systems used to calculate the voltage produced by spin rectification
for an in-plane external field. The ’primed’ system is anchored to the measurement axis
(length of strip) and the ’unprimed’ system is anchored to the external field orientation.

For each external field orientation we shall define two separate coordinate systems (shown in

Figure A.2): an ’unprimed’ system and a ’primed’ system. For an in-plane external field both the

ŷ and ŷ′ axes are aligned along the normal direction of our thin film. The ’primed’ coordinate

system is anchored to the axis along which the voltage is measured (generally along the length of

the sample strip), setting the ẑ′ axis along this direction. The ’unprimed’ system is anchored to

the in-plane orientation of the external field, setting the ẑ axis along this direction. Thus the angle

between ẑ and ẑ′ (and between x̂ and x̂′) is given by θ, the angle between the external field and
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the axis along which the voltage is measured. The relation between the ’primed’ and ’unprimed’

coordinate systems is defined as:


x̂

ŷ

ẑ

 =


cosθ 0 −sinθ

0 1 0

sinθ 0 cosθ




x̂′

ŷ′

ẑ′

 (2.98)

As our final result will be a voltage measured along the ẑ′ axis, further calculations will be

simplest if we convert all the vectors in Equation (2.97) to the ’primed’ coordinate system. Thus

we have:

~J = jz′cos(ωt)ẑ
′ (2.99)

M0ẑ = M0sinθx̂
′ + 0ŷ′ +M0cosθẑ

′ (2.100)

~m+ =


m+
x x̂

m+
y ŷ

0

 =


m+
x cosθx̂

′

m+
y ŷ
′

−m+
x sinθẑ

′

 (2.101)

After performing the necessary mathematics and simplifications (detailed in Appendix A.2),

our final equation for the amplitude and line shape of the measured voltage arising from spin

rectification for an in-plane external field is found to be:

Vz′ =
∆RAMR

2M
Iz′sin(2θ)[hx′cosθcosΦx′AxxD − hx′cosθsinΦx′AxyL− hz′sinθcosΦz′AxxD

+ hz′sinθsinΦz′AxxL− hy′sinΦy′AxyD − hy′cosΦy′AxyL]

(2.102)

Although dauntingly long and far from easily visualized, Equation (A.52) can be reduced to

several informative examples when we make some simplifications to our system. Initially, we see

that the overall measured voltage will equal zero at external field angles where sin(2θ) = 0 (when

θ = nπ
2 ). On top of this, for the case where hx′ dominates among the microwave field components
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Figure 2.10: For the case where hx′ dominates the input microwave field Vz′ ∝ sin(2θ)cosθ, when
hy′ dominates Vz′ ∝ sin(2θ), and when hz′ dominates Vz′ ∝ sin(2θ)sinθ

(microwave field in-plane, perpendicular to measurement axis) Equation (A.52) reduces to:

Vz′(hx′ � hy′ , hz′) ≈
∆RAMR

2M
Iz′hx′sin(2θ)cosθAxx(DcosΦx′ − LsinΦx′) (2.103)

For this case we see that while the amplitude of the voltage signal varies as θ is changed,

the overall line shape of the signal is completely dependent on Φx′ (the phase difference between

the electric and magnetic microwave field components along the x̂′ axis). If the phase difference

microwave electric and magnetic fields along this axis obeys Φx′ = nπ, then the resulting voltage

signal will have an entirely Dispersive line shape, alternatively if Φx′ = (2n+1)π
2 the voltage signal

will have a pure Lorentzian line shape. Similarly, for the case where hz′ dominates the microwave

field components (microwave field parallel to measurement axis) we get:

Vz′(hz′ � hx′ , hy′) ≈
∆RAMR

2M
Iz′hz′sin(2θ)sinθAxx(−DcosΦz′ + LsinΦz′) (2.104)

Whose line shape depends on Φz′ in a fashion similar to how Equation (2.103)’s line shape de-

pends on Φx′ . Alternatively, for the case where the microwave field is dominated by hy′ (microwave

field normal to sample plane) Equation (A.52) becomes:
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Vz′(hy′ � hx′ , hy′) ≈
∆RAMR

2M
Iz′hy′sin(2θ)Axy(−DsinΦy′ − LcosΦy′) (2.105)

Which will have a completely Dispersive line shape when Φy′ = (2n+1)π
2 , and a completely

Lorentzian line shape when Φy′ = nπ. Studying Equations (2.103) through (2.105), we see that the

general voltage amplitudes for each case where one component of the microwave field is dominant

have different dependencies on the in-plane angle (θ) between the external field and the measurement

axis, these dependencies are shown in Figure 2.10.

Out-of-Plane External Field

Figure 2.11: The two coordinate systems used to calculate the voltage produced by spin rectification
for an out-of-plane external field. The ’primed’ system is anchored to the measurement
axis (length of strip) and the ’unprimed’ system is anchored to the external field
orientation.

Having determined the voltage produced by spin rectification for an in-plane external field, we

now turn our attention to the case for an out-of-plane external field (as shown in Figure 2.11).

Again we define a ’primed’ and ’unprimed’ coordinate system; as before the ’primed’ system is

anchored to the geometry of the sample with x̂′ being defined as the measurement axis (again

usually the length of the sample strip), ẑ′ defined as the direction normal to the strip’s surface,

and ŷ′ being in-plane and perpendicular to the other two axes. The ’unprimed’ coordinate system

is anchored to the orientation of the external field (which is assumed to lie in the x̂′-ẑ′ plane); ŷ is

defined to lie parallel to ŷ′, ẑ is defined as the direction of the external field (differing from ẑ′ by
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an angle of φ), and x̂ defined as being perpendicular to the other two axes (differing from x̂′ by an

angle of φ). The relation between these two coordinate systems is given by:


x̂

ŷ

ẑ

 =


cosφ 0 −sinφ

0 1 0

sinφ 0 cosφ




x̂′

ŷ′

ẑ′

 (2.106)

In this system the vector components of Equation (2.97) are:

~M0 = M0ẑ (2.107)

~m+ = m+
x x̂+m+

y ŷ (2.108)

~J = jx′cos(ωt)x̂
′ (2.109)

Transferring these vectors to the ’primed’ coordinate system and calculating the components of

Equation (2.97):

~M0 = M0sinφx̂
′ +M0cosφẑ

′ (2.110)

~m+ = m+
x cosφx̂

′ +m+
y ŷ
′ −m+

x sinφẑ
′ (2.111)

~J • ~M0 = M0jx′sinφcos(ωt) (2.112)

~J • ~m+ = m+
x jx′cosφcos(ωt) (2.113)

~J × ~m+ =


0x̂′

jx′m
+
x sinφcos(ωt)ŷ

′

jx′cos(ωt)ẑ
′

 (2.114)

Without going into great detail, we can follow a process similar to that we used previously for

the case of an in-plane external field (remembering that since our measurement axis is now x̂′ the

integration of Equation (2.87) will be along this axis). Our final result for the voltage measured
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along the x̂′ axis due to spin rectification is:

Vx′ =
∆RAMR

2M
Ix′sin(2φ)[hx′cosφ(AxxDcosΦx′ −AxxLsinΦx′) + hz′sinφ(−AxxDcosΦz′ +AxxLsinΦz′)

− hy′(AxyDsinΦy′ +AxyLcosΦy′)]

(2.115)

Again the full equation is not very informative, however we can again calculate the voltages

measured for cases where one component of the microwave field is dominant:

Vx′(hx′ � hy′ , hz′) ≈
∆RAMR

2M
Ix′sin(2φ)hx′cosφAxx(DcosΦx′ − LsinΦx′) (2.116)

Vx′(hy′ � hx′ , hz′) ≈
∆RAMR

2M
Ix′sin(2φ)hy′Axy(−DsinΦy′ − LcosΦy′) (2.117)

Vx′(hz′ � hx′ , hy′) ≈
∆RAMR

2M
Ix′sin(2φ)hz′sinφAxx(−DcosΦz′ + LsinΦz′) (2.118)

We see that the spin rectified voltages measured for the out-of-plane external field case are

exactly the same as for the in-plane case (with φ replacing θ). Again, for any microwave magnetic

field orientation, the voltage measured along the x̂′ axis will be zero when φ = nπ
2 , and the line

shapes of the voltage signals near FMR for each microwave orientation are dependent on the phase

difference between the microwave electric and magnetic fields (Φ). It is insightful to note that

all the derivations for the voltage produced in the out-of-field orientation are based on tilting the

sample along the x̂′-ẑ′ plane (along the sample’s length). If the sample were to be tilted along the

ŷ′-ẑ′ plane (along its width) no voltage would be produced through the SRE as φ (measured in the

x̂′-ẑ′ plane) would always be zero.

2.5 Spin Currents

2.5.1 Overview

Just as electron polarization can induce magnetic polarization in atoms, it can also polarize elec-

trical currents. In a standard current the constituent electrons have randomized polarization, thus

overall the net polarization of the total current will be zero. This is not always true however; in
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ferromagnetic materials electrons will naturally prefer to align themselves parallel to the magneti-

zation direction of the atoms in the material (the resistance encountered by the electrons is lower

in this orientation[31]), because of this all currents in a ferromagnetic material will carry some

non-zero amount of magnetic polarization. The exact amount of polarization will depend heavily

on the material; a class of materials known as Heusler alloys are known for carrying very highly

polarized currents, some of these alloys are actually insulators for one electron spin polarization but

conductive for the opposite polarization, thus all currents flowing in them will consist of electrons

polarized in a single direction.

The currents flowing in ferromagnetic materials are not pure spin currents though, they are

magnetically polarized charge currents; pure spin currents are defined to be currents which transfer

only magnetic polarization and no electrical charge[53]. This definition may seem restrictive, but

it outlines the true value of spin currents. As normal (non-polarized) currents travel though a

material they encounter resistance from the material, through Joule heating this resistance will

generate heat in the system and reduce the voltage of the current. In large electrical systems

this does not present much of a problem, the voltage loss is small and well designed systems can

generally dissipate the heat quite easily. However the problem becomes much more acute as the size

of electrical circuits becomes smaller; at micro scales the voltage lost is no longer entirely negligible

for the system and as circuits become more tightly packed it becomes harder to remove heat build-

up. This is becoming a major problem in modern electrical devices, as consumers demand smaller

and more powerful products the technology industry is now testing the limits of Moore’s Law (which

states that transistor density in integrated circuits roughly doubles every two years[54]). Pure spin

currents avoid these problems by transferring only spin polarization with no overall movement of

charge. Since in modern devices data is usually stored as ’bits’ of small magnetized strips which

are flipped by the magnetic field generated by electrical currents, it is the next logical step to

eliminate the middle-man of the electrical current and simply transfer the magnetic polarization

directly to flip these bits. Designing electrical systems to utilize pure spin currents represents a

huge technological advancement and remains the main overall goal of the field of spintronics, and

with some of the first data storage systems utilizing spin currents having been released only a few

years ago[55], is a goal that appears to be on the verge of becoming reality.
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2.5.2 Production

The utility of spin currents (pure or mixed) largely disappears when they are bound to remain

within polarized FM materials[31]; external fields are required to maintain this polarization and

their presence negates any size or energy saving potential. Thus it is desirable to transfer spin

currents from these FM materials to other non-polarized materials. There are several ways to do

this, the easiest of which involves simply connecting the FM material to a non-magnetic conductive

material and having the mixed spin current from the FM material carry spin polarization into the

non-magnetic material across the interface[53]. Because of the differing concentrations of electron

polarization in each material, as well as the fact that random collisions between conducting electrons

and each material’s atomic lattice tends to return these concentrations to the base level for each

material, spin currents can only travel a limited distance in non-FM materials.

Figure 2.12(a) plots the chemical potential energy of the electrons in the two materials near

the interface; in this figure the dotted line in each material indicates the base chemical potential

on each side of the interface (the ’zero’ energy level). Because of the well known Pauli Exclusion

Principle[31] electrons of the same spin cannot occupy the same space and energy level, therefore

when electrons of the same spin group together each new electron arriving to the group must occupy

a progressively higher chemical potential energy level. When a FM material is magnetized in an

external field it will give preference to electrons with spin polarization directions parallel to its

direction; this generates a system where more electrons are polarized in one direction than the

other and gives the material a higher base chemical potential, due to the higher entropy of this

arrangement. In the normal metal no preferential direction exists and equal numbers of electrons

point in every direction, this arrangement has the lowest base chemical potential. Figure 2.12(b)

plots the same system, but this time indicates the proportion of atoms of each polarization direction

near the interface; again the dotted line indicates the base level in each material, we see that the

up and down spin base levels are equal in the NM but different in the FM.

Near the interface between the FM and NM materials we have (assuming the FM is magnetized

along the ’spin up’ direction) a large number of spin up electrons at a high potential energy in the

FM and less spin up electrons at a lower energy level in the NM. Of course, all the spin up electrons

in the FM would prefer to move into the lower energy states available in the NM and diffuse towards
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Figure 2.12: a) The chemical potentials of up and down spin polarized electrons near the interface
of an FM/NM bilayer. b) The number of up and down spin polarized electrons near
the same interface. The transfer of polarized electrons across the interface mainly
occurs when the materials are first brought together and disappears soon after, unless
a voltage is applied across the interface. The dotted lines in these figures indicate the
base level for each spin polarization.

the material. As there is no electric potential pushing these electrons towards the NM, they have

to build up potential energy before crossing the interface (as seen by the upwards curves for the

spin up electrons in the plots of Figure 2.12 on the right side of the interface). After crossing

the interface these electrons are again densely packed and occupy high potential energies, but can

gradually diffuse further from the interface to lower energy states (as seen by the downwards curve

for the spin up electrons on the left side of the interfaces of Figure 2.12).

Within a material an electron always has a chance of ’scattering’ off an atom (spin-flip scatter-

ing[56]) and reversing its polarity, the odds of this happening to an electron increase the further it

moves within a material, thus far from the interface the number of spin up and spin down electrons

is again equalized. The behaviour of the spin up polarized electrons is mirrored by the spin down

electrons, except that they are drawn towards the FM material due to its low spin down electron

concentration. Due to the build-up of up spin electrons near the interface there is a corresponding

lack of spin down electrons near the interface who are able to occupy low energy potentials. After

crossing the interface, spin-flip scattering again returns the up and down spin electron populations

to their base concentrations far from the interface. This diffusion of spin up electrons into the

NM and spin down electrons into the FM may be fairly large the instant the two materials are

brought together, but after a fairly short period of time the energy available near the interface to

allow spin up electrons to cross will be expended and the system will reach equilibrium, with the
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Figure 2.13: A diagram showing how spin pumping generates spin up electrons able cross into the
NM and spin-flip scattering converts spin up electrons to spin down electrons able
to cross into the FM. This process generates a spin current into the NM and, if the
spin pumping and spin-flip scattering processes are not equal, will also generate a net
charge current.

number of electrons of any spin crossing the interface being negligible. Applying a voltage restarts

the transfer of polarized electrons as they are pulled across the interface with the current, again

they will encounter spin-flip scattering and the current will reach equilibrium after travelling for a

certain length in the new material.

The motion of electrons across the interface can in general be restarted by adding energy to

the system, through either a current[13] or heat gradient[57] across the interface, or by applying

a microwave field to the FM and inducing ’spin pumping’[22]. During spin pumping a microwave

magnetic field is sent into the FM material to induce Ferromagnetic Resonance (FMR), an effect

where the magnetic moments of the material uniformly precess about the external field direction.

The rotational energy carried by these precessing moments is absorbed by the electrons within the

material and resupplied to the moments by the microwave field. By absorbing this rotational energy

the electrons feel a torque in the direction of the external field; this torque will affect the polarization

of these electrons by ’flipping’ spin down electrons into spin up electrons, thus generating a constant

stream of spin up electrons which can cross the interface into the NM. This flipping of spin down

electrons also frees up space for spin down electrons to cross into the FM from the NM, resulting

in a net current of ’up’ spin across the FM/NM interface[14].
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2.5.3 Detection

Detecting a spin polarized current is much harder than detecting charge currents, chiefly because

modern electrical devices and current detectors are designed to utilize and detect electrical voltages

and currents, not magnetic polarization. To detect and measure a pure spin current a method

must be found that can convert the magnetic polarization carried by the current into some kind

of measurable voltage signal; additionally the method must be designed so that it can tell the

difference between a voltage signal generated by the polarization in a current and the non-polarized

voltage potential of the current. To date two methods have been designed to do this; one which

detects the polarized spin current’s effect on the magnetization of a small FM sample, and another

which utilizes the inverse of the Spin Hall Effect (SHE)[35].

To detect polarization in a current using an FM material, a sample must be designed with two

separate FM samples connected by a non-magnetic conductive material (to transfer current and

eliminate direct magnetic coupling between the two FM samples)[13]. The two FM samples must

be magnetically different from each other somehow, either in size, shape, or material, so that they

become magnetically polarized and reverse polarization direction at different field strengths. This

allows the two FM samples, at certain magnetic field strengths, to be polarized in different direc-

tions. The spin current originating from one of these FM samples will be polarized parallel along

the direction of magnetization of the sample and, after transiting through the non-magnetic spacer

material, will enter the other FM material and transfer magnetic polarization to it. Assuming that

the system is in a state where the two FM samples are not parallel to each other, the polarization

in the spin current will act on the second FM sample as an addition to the external field on the

system. This in effect raises the effect of the external field on the second FM sample and will cause

its magnetization to rotate to be more parallel to the external-field/first-FM-sample direction. If

the second FM sample was originally near the edge of a hysteresis loop, locked in one orientation

but requiring only a small field increase to flip magnetization, then the additional effect of the spin

current polarization may cause a complete magnetic reversal in the sample.

Detecting the shift in magnetization direction in the second FM sample is usually performed

using Anisotropic Magnetoresistance (AMR), which is an effect which changes the resistance felt

by a current within a magnetic material as the magnetisation of the material shifts. Thus when the
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polarization of the second FM material changes, its resistance will also change, an effect which can

be measured by an external voltmeter. By varying the actual external field strength and measuring

the strengths at which the second FM material changes magnetic orientation with and without the

presence of the polarized spin current from the first FM material, the magnetic effect of the spin

current on the second FM material can be determined and (if the non-polarized amplitude of the

spin current is known) the degree of polarization can be determined. This spin current detection

method was first used by M. Johnson and R.H. Silsbee in 1985 [53], and remained the only reliable

method until the development of a different method in 2006[35].

Although a useful method, detecting spin currents through the change in orientation of an FM

material has some shortcomings. Chief among them is the requirement that the two FM materials

must be separated by a conductive spacer layer; since the spin polarization of currents decays quite

quickly with distance travelled, making the current travel this extra distance severely reduces the

amount of spin polarization able to act on the second FM material. The reliance on the AMR effect

to measure the effects of the spin polarization also limits the potential uses of this detection method,

since the magnitude of the resistance change due to the effect varies with material (normally not

exceeding a 5% resistance change)[46] only certain FM materials with a large AMR effect are

suitable for detecting the polarization of spin currents. The fact that spin currents can only be

detected when one of the two FM materials is near the edge of its hysteresis loop means that this

detection method only reliably works at certain external field strengths, reducing this method’s

flexibility and potential for application. Despite these shortcomings, and because reversing the

polarization of FM materials using spin currents is one of the main goals of spintronics (for use

in magnetic data storage), the study of this method has become a research field of its own, with

researchers developing more reliable and versatile variations of it for potential commercial use.

When studying the properties and behaviour of spin currents in materials, one of the most

popular methods among researchers is to detect and measure the spin polarization of currents

using what is known as the Inverse Spin Hall Effect (ISHE)[35]. Like the name implies, the ISHE is

the inverse of the well known spin Hall effect which acts in certain materials to separate electrons of

opposite polarization in a charge current and drive them to opposite sides of the material, essentially

creating a spin current from a charge current. Thus the ISHE generates a charge current ( ~Jc) from

a spin current ( ~Js) within a material through the following relation[58]:
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~Jc = Θ ~Js × σ̂ (2.119)

Where Θ is the spin Hall angle, which expresses the efficiency of the ISHE in a material, and

σ̂ is the vector direction of the polarization of the spin current. The fact that the charge current

produced through the ISHE is produced perpendicular to the input spin current conveniently and

definitively separates it from any charge current carried by the input spin current. This, in addition

to the fact that no spacer is needed between the source of the spin current and the detector material

in which the ISHE acts (recent experiments have even indicated that some materials can act as both

a source and detector), means using the ISHE is both a simple and sensitive method for detecting

spin currents[35].
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Chapter 3

Experimental Set-up

Although several experimental results are presented in this report, the set-up used to collect the

data remained fairly constant; the main difference between experiments was the sample being mea-

sured. The set-up consists of three key sections; one which generates and measures the external

field the sample is held in, one which produces the microwave field incident on the sample, and

one which measures the dc voltage generated by the sample. Each of these sections is capable of

operating independently, but for the most accurate measurements (and to finish the measurements

in a reasonable timespan) it is best to connect the sections via a computer program. The com-

puter program communicates with each section, controlling system changes (external field strength,

microwave power and frequency) and coordinating measurements, ensuring that the measured vari-

ables are measured at correct intervals and correctly correspond to each other.

For measurements the sample is first placed upon a coplanar waveguide (CPW), this form of

waveguide serves to direct microwave radiation towards the sample and will be discussed later. The

waveguide and sample are then attached to a rotating apparatus and placed within a magnetic

field. This magnetic field is generated by two large electromagnetic coils (Lakeshore) arranged

parallel to each other with their centres along the same axis, this allows them to generate a fairly

large and stable magnetic field in the space between them. The sample is usually arranged so that

the external field will be rotated through either the in-plane or out-of-plane orientations of the

sample. The strength of the magnetic field generated by the electromagnetic coils is controlled by

a Gaussmeter (Lakeshore 475DSP) which monitors the magnetic field incident on the sample using

a Hall probe positioned nearby. If the magnetic field needs to be changed, the controlling computer
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Figure 3.1: A schematic of the apparatus used to produce measurements for the experiments in
this report.

relays this information to the Gaussmeter. The Gaussmeter then commands the current source

powering the magnetic coils to increase or decrease the amount of current supplied. When the Hall

probe between the coils detects that the field has reached the desired strength the Gaussmeter tells

the current source to stop changing the current strength. Due to the number of steps involved in

changing the field strength there is a bit of latency between the field being changed and this change

being detected, this can introduce some margin of error to field strength measurements (generally

quite small and negligible for our experiments).

As the magnetic field on the sample is being set, a microwave current generator and a lock-

in amplifier work together to measure the voltage signal generated by the sample. The current

generator receives a signal from the controlling computer indicating what frequency and amplitude

of a current signal to send to the sample, it then sends this alternating current through the CPW

beneath the sample and thus generates an alternating magnetic field (referred to as a microwave

field) that passes through the sample. The sample then absorbs the microwave field and generates

a voltage along its length. This voltage signal is then carried to the lock-in amplifier, which

amplifies the voltage signal relative to any background noise (through a process discussed later)

and sends the resulting measurement to the controlling computer. The computer matches this

voltage measurement to the external magnetic field strength it was taken at and records them
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together in its memory. The computer then indicates to the Gaussmeter to change the magnetic

field strength and begin another measurement. These measurements are generally swept across a

range of magnetic fields to produce a plot of the voltage across the sample as a function of the

magnetic field strength, these plots are generally taken at a number of sample orientations and at

various microwave frequencies and powers.

Coplanar Waveguides (CPWs)

Figure 3.2: A top-view and head-on diagram of a sample on top of a coplanar waveguide. As
a current is passed through the central channel of the waveguide a magnetic field is
produced in the bilayer sample above it.

In our experiments a coplanar waveguide is used to transfer microwave magnetic fields to our

sample. These waveguides were developed in the 1970’s and have since become the preferred

apparatus for use in FMR measurements owing to their ability to generate strong microwave fields

(up to 10 mT), to perform measurements on small samples (as thin as several nm), and to operate

over a large range of frequencies ( 40 MHz to 60 GHz). These properties make the CPW a far

more useful and precise FMR apparatus than the previously used cavity resonators, which are only

able to perform measurements on large samples at a single frequency. CPWs consist of three thin

conductive strips laid parallel to each other (shown in Figure 3.2), during operation an alternating

current is passed through the central strip while the two outer strips are grounded. The microwave

current in the central strip will generate a microwave field around the length of the strip which

will be absorbed by a sample placed above. The two grounded outer strips serve to contain this
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microwave field within the space between them, concentrating its power within this space and

maximizing the strength of the magnetic field incident upon the sample. The symmetry of the

CPW also means that the approximate orientation of the microwave field incident on the sample

can be determined, which is quite handy during measurements where the voltage signal measured

is dependent on this factor. According to the right-hand-rule the microwave field will curl around

the central strip of the CPW; thus for a small sample placed directly above the CPW the field will

be almost entirely in-plane to the sample, perpendicular to the length of the strips of the CPW

(Figure 3.2)[59].

Lock-in Amplification

Lock-in amplification is used in our experiments to increase the amplitude of the voltage signals

occurring in our sample due to FMR in relation to any background noise. This is done by switching

the microwave current sent to the CPW beneath the sample on and off at a set frequency (generally

in the kHz range, much smaller than the frequency of the microwave current). This switching on

and off means that any signal generated in the sample due to FMR (which requires an ac field to

occur) will also alternatively appear and disappear at the same frequency as the microwave current.

The on-off frequency of the microwave current generator is controlled by the lock-in amplifier, which

also measures the voltage signals from the sample. The frequency signals received by the lock-in

amplifier will consist of two parts: FMR related voltage signals which alternate between off and on,

and background noise which is independent of FMR and thus does not switch between off and on.

Knowing the off-on frequency of the microwave current, the lock-in amplifier will perform a Fourier

transformation on the measured voltage signal and amplify the signals having the same frequency

as the on-off microwave frequency (typically by a factor of 10). This process will increase the

amplitude of the FMR related voltage signals (which are what we want to measure), while ignoring

the uninteresting background noise. Through this amplification process FMR signals which might

have previously been indistinguishable from background noise will now appear 10x as large and

should be clearly visible.
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Sample Fabrication

The samples used in our experiments generally consist of bilayers created by magnetron sputtering

techniques. This technique begins with an insulating substrate material, ideally very smooth, which

is placed within a sputtering chamber. This chamber is evacuated (some materials being sputtered

react with oxygen and would create impurities within the sample) and re-pressurized with a non-

reactive noble gas, typically argon. The material which is to be the first layer of the sample is placed

in a sputtering chamber, which individually ionizes the atoms of the material and accelerates them

towards the substrate using a magnetic field. Upon reaching the substrate they adhere to the

surface and themselves forming (ideally) an atomically pure layer of material with no structural

impurities; the thickness of the layer is determined by how long the material is sputtered. To get

the material to form a desired pattern, such as a thin strip or a Hall bar, photolithography and

lift-off techniques are performed. Photolithography is a process in which a material film is coated in

a photoresist, a material sensitive to light, and then selectively exposed to intense light (generally

in the UV spectrum). Exposure to this radiation chemically alters the photoresist, allowing the

areas exposed to light to be removed from the surface of the film. This creates a patterned ’hole’

within the photoresist coating through which the film below can be chemically etched, creating

the same patterned hole within its surface. This being done, the remainder of the photoresist

coating can be removed from the surface of the material, leaving only the etched pattern within

the material it was applied to. The lift-off process begins similarly, with a patterned ’hole’ being

carved into a photoresist coating by selective exposure to light. However, instead of etching the

material below through this hole, a film of new material is applied to the surface of the sample,

coating the photoresist and falling into the patterned ’hole’. The photoresist is then chemically

removed, taking with it the new material coating its surface and leaving only the material which

fell through the patterned ’hole’. This leaves only a layer of material forming the desired pattern

on the surface of the substrate.

Crystalline materials such as Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) cannot be deposited this way and must

be grown using a vapour deposition technique, where a small seed crystal is set on the substrate

and placed in a carefully controlled environment where temperature and pressure are regulated.

The seed crystal is then surrounded by vaporized material, which will adhere to the seed crystal
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and increase its size. Once the first layer of a sample is created through either photolithography,

lift-off, or vapour deposition, the second layer is generated in much the same way as the first, with

a different material being deposited and lift-off techniques typically being used to form the pattern

(to avoid damaging the first layer of material). Various samples were produced by this method for

the experiments documented in this report, their dimensions are listed in the table below.

Figure 3.3: A chart showing the dimensions of the samples measured in this report and which
experiment each sample was used in[17][22][60][61].
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Chapter 4

Experiments

4.1 Separating Spin Rectification and Spin Pumping Voltage Sig-

nals

4.1.1 Background

The first paper demonstrating the use of the Inverse Spin Hall effect (ISHE) to measure spin

polarized currents (published by Saitoh et al. in 2006)[35] began a flurry of activity in the field of

spintronics, as researchers rushed to test and utilize the results. Because the ISHE is quite strong

in platinum (Pt), it quickly became the preferred material to use for detecting spin currents. To

generate these spin currents, the technique of spin pumping (which pumps spin out of a material

as it undergoes FMR) gained prominence[14], as it allowed for Pt to be placed directly on top of

an FM material and directly receive the spin current pumped from it. The FM material in this

bilayer formation was most commonly Permalloy (Py), chosen due to its high magnetization and

relatively well known magnetic properties[36]. Thus many spintronic experiments began to measure

spin currents in Pt/Py bilayers, using microwave radiation to excite FMR in the Py and transfer

spin current into the Pt, and the ISHE in Pt to convert the spin current into a measurable voltage

signal; measuring spin currents had never been easier. However this optimism ended with the

discovery of the spin rectification effect (SRE) by Gui et al. in 2007[16], a process which converts

microwave radiation into a dc current within an FM material undergoing FMR. Gui had been using

Saitoh’s ISHE method to measure spin currents, but noticed that the voltage signals he detected
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did not obey the properties expected of voltage signals originating from spin pumping and the

ISHE. Delving deeper, he determined that these properties could be explained by FMR rectifying

microwave currents into dc ones.

Gui’s discovery of the SRE greatly complicated the process of using spin pumping and the ISHE

to measure spin currents. Since the Py layer in the Pt/Py bilayer used to measure spin currents

is an FM, any attempt to measure the voltage signals generated by spin pumping and the ISHE

will also measure the voltage generated by the SRE. Both of these voltages are only generated

while the material is undergoing FMR, meaning that they are intrinsically mixed and cannot be

separated by selective measurements of external field strengths or frequency. This results in a huge

problem for measurements of spin currents using Saitoh’s method; if it’s unclear how much each

effect is contributing to the total voltage signal measured, it is impossible to determine the actual

amplitude of the spin current within the bilayer, making the coefficients at play during the process

indeterminable.

Initially, to overcome this problem researchers began to use the lineshape of the voltage signals

during external field sweeps to determine what proportion of the signal originated from both the

SRE and Spin-Pumping/ISHE. Looking at a possible voltage signal, we see that its lineshape can

take one of two forms, either Lorentzian (L) or Dispersive (D), given by the following formulae;

L =
∆H2

(H −Hr)2 + ∆H2
(4.1)

D =
∆H(H −Hr)

(H −Hr)2 + ∆H2
(4.2)

where H represents external field strength, Hr is the field at which FMR occurs, and ∆H is the

linewidth of the voltage signal. The graphical representations of these two different lineshapes

are shown in Figure 4.1. These lineshapes were used to determine the origin of voltage signals in

Pt/Py bilayers due to the fact that the signal arising from spin-pumping/ISHE should be entirely

Lorentzian, according to theory[62]. This conclusion can be arrived at by considering the origin of

the spin pumping voltage signal; a spin current pushed into the Pt layer from the FM Py which

is then converted into a voltage signal through the ISHE. Since the process of spin pumping is

irreversible (spin polarization parallel to the external field cannot be drawn into an FM material
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Figure 4.1: Plots showing the general characteristics of a) Lorentzian peaks and b) Dispersive
peaks.

by FMR) the net flow of this spin polarization is one-way. Thus, provided the external magnetic

field does not change direction (changing the polarization of the spin being pumped), the voltage

produced by spin-pumping/ISHE cannot reverse polarity, meaning that it cannot have a Disper-

sive lineshape component. The Lorenzian peak of the spin-pumping/ISHE voltage signal can be

explained by the pumping being strongest exactly at the FMR field of the material, and being

progressively weaker as the field increases/decreases from this value.

Being able to define all Spin Pumping voltage signals as Lorentzian is quite useful, unfortunately

we cannot correspondingly label spin rectification voltage contributions as entirely Dispersive in

lineshape. As we saw in the Theory section on Spin Rectification, the voltage signals originating

from this effect can take either Lorentzian, Dispersive, or a combination of the two lineshapes[51];

the amplitudes of each component depending largely on the phase difference between the magnetic

and electric fields of the input microwave driving FMR in the FM material. In theory, the phase

difference between these two microwave field components can be experimentally determined and

accounted for, but this process can only be performed on specially designed samples measured under

specific conditions and is not possible for most experimental samples. In these samples, although

we are able to identify the existence of spin rectification in a system by the presence of dispersive

components in the lineshape of its voltage signal, we cannot identify the individual amplitudes of

either the spin rectification or spin pumping voltages due to them both having Lorentzian lineshape

components. Indeed, it is difficult to even definitively confirm the presence of a spin pumping voltage

signal using this method, due to the possibility its Lorentzian lineshape could be produced through

spin rectification. This difficulty fundamentally limits the usefulness of using only the lineshape of
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Figure 4.2: A diagram showing the angular coordinate system used in our measurements.

a voltage signal to determine its origins.

Part of the solution to this problem can be found in the relation the measured spin rectification

and spin pumping voltage signals have on the orientation of the external magnetic field placed upon

the sample[60]. In the case of spin rectification, the dc voltage signals are generated through the

time-averaging of ac voltages along the measurement axis (x̂ axis in Figure 4.2). For this not to

time-average to zero the positive and negative components of the ac voltage along the measurement

axis must differ somehow; since voltage within a magnetic sample is generally dependent on the

magnetization direction of the magnetic moments within the sample, it is clear that the external field

orientation will play role in the voltage produced. Within a ferromagnetic sample undergoing FMR

there are two important alternating components which combine to generate a spin rectification

voltage, the ac current produced in the material by the input microwave field and the rotating

magnetic moment of the material oscillating around the external field direction. The positive and

negative components of the ac current along the measurement axis will have the same amplitude,

thus in order for a dc voltage to be produced in the system the rotation of the material’s magnetic

moment must break the positive/negative symmetry along the measurement axis.

Although this detail is difficult to gather from the equations outlining spin rectification from

the Theory section of this report, this breaking of axial symmetry along the measurement axis is

key to the spin rectification effect due to its basis in AMR rectification. Looking at the position

of the rotating magnetization of an FM material during FMR as a hollow cone centred around

the direction of the external field, with the magnetization’s motion tracing out the surface of

this cone allows us to see a complete cycle of motion which will be time-averaged by the SRE.
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For the case where the x̂ axis is the measurement axis we only need to be concerned with the x̂

components of this motion, as the other components will not affect the symmetry along this axis.

When the external field is directed along the ẑ axis it is obvious that the positive and negative

x̂ components of the magnetization cone will be equal and any time-averaging will result in them

cancelling to zero; the same will be true for any external field orientation within the ẑ-ŷ plane.

Tilting the external field out of the ẑ-ŷ plane eliminates the positive/negative symmetry along the

measurement axis and leads to the production of a non-zero time-averaged voltage. It should be

noted that this positive/negative symmetry argument represents a simplified view of the process of

spin rectification, as, among other factors, the presence of sin(2θ) and sin(2φ) components in the

effect will also lead to no voltage being produced for an external field along the x̂ axis.

To determine whether spin pumping voltage signals disappear at any external field orienta-

tion, we examine the equation governing the ISHE, which converts spin polarized currents into

measurable electric current signals. The equation takes the following form[58]:

~Jc = Θ ~Js × σ̂ (4.3)

As defined previously in the Theory section, ~Jc gives the vector direction and amplitude of

the measured electrical current, ~Js does the same for the spin polarized current, σ̂ represents the

polarization of the spin current, and Θ (called the spin Hall angle) is a constant representing the

efficiency of the ISHE in converting spin currents to electrical currents. If we define the coordinate

system of the sample the ISHE is acting in as that shown in Figure 4.2, the measurement axis of the

sample will be the x̂ axis; thus only the x̂ component of ~Jc will be detected and measured during

experiments. For the case where the spin polarized current is generated by spin pumping, where

the spin is being pumped from the FM material into the material above it, ~Js will be parallel to

the ẑ axis. As the ISHE is a cross product, we see that to be able to measure an electrical current

along the x̂ axis from a spin current parallel to the ẑ axis the polarization of the spin current, σ̂,

must have a component in the ŷ direction. Since the process of spin pumping generates a σ̂ that

is roughly parallel to the external field direction (similar to FM materials undergoing FMR, σ̂ will

also rotate about the external field direction. These rotating components are not negligible, but

time average to zero for the ISHE) we see that the voltage generated by spin-pumping/ISHE also
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varies with external field orientation; the spin pumping voltage measured along the x̂ axis will be

maximized for an external field orientation parallel to the ŷ axis and disappear if the external field

directed within the x̂-ẑ plane.

Combining the dependencies of the spin rectification and spin pumping voltages on the exter-

nal field orientation, we see that they indeed provide us with a method for separately measuring

them[17]. Since the spin rectification voltage signal disappears when the external field is held within

the ŷ-ẑ plane, we can be assured that any voltage signals measured at this orientation will be the

product of spin pumping and the ISHE. Conversely, since no spin pumping voltage along the x̂ axis

will be produced when the external field is within the x̂-ẑ plane, all voltage signals measured in

this orientation will have arose from spin rectification. This result seemingly solves the problem of

independently measuring these two voltage signals, but a large problem still remains, namely align-

ing the external field within the coordinate planes. Since these coordinate planes are based on the

geometry of the sample being measured, it is nearly impossible to precisely align the external field

to any axis or plane by eye; this is a problem as the voltage signal generated by spin rectification

can reach non-negligible amplitudes if the external field is only a few tenths of a degree away from

an axis where it would disappear. Thus, although we have outlined a method for independently

measuring spin pumping and spin rectification voltages, to utilize it we need to find a method to

accurately determine the angular orientation of the external field placed upon a sample.

To solve this new problem, we make use of the behaviours of spin rectification and spin pumping

voltage signals when the sign of the external field is reversed. Looking at Equation (4.3), it is

clear that if the external field changes sign (σ̂ reverses) the voltage signal generated by spin-

pumping/ISHE will also reverse sign, we thus say that the spin pumping voltage is ’anti-symmetric’

about the external field. The behaviour of spin rectification voltage signals when the external field

is reversed is found to be dependent on the orientation of the input microwave magnetic field, as

was discussed in the Theory section of this report. For the case where the microwave magnetic

field is parallel to the ŷ axis, we find that the spin rectification voltage is governed by sin(2θ)

and sin(2φ) relations. This means that if the external magnetic field is reversed (θ → θ + π and

φ→ φ+ π) the voltage signal generated by spin rectification will not change; we thus say that the

spin rectification voltage is ’symmetric’ about the external field. As the combination of symmetric

and anti-symmetric voltage signals will result in the combined amplitudes in positive and negative
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fields being different, we are able to separate the them using the following relations:

Vsym = (Apos +Aneg)/2 (4.4)

Vasym = (Apos −Aneg)/2 (4.5)

where Vsym represents the symmetric voltage signal, Vasym the anti-symmetric voltage signal, Apos

is the voltage amplitude in positive fields, and Vneg is the voltage amplitude in negative fields. This

process can be done for both Lorentz and Dispersive voltage lineshapes; fitting the voltage signals

to Equations (4.1) and (4.2) allows these two lineshapes to be separated before the external field

symmetry of each is measured. The ability to neatly separate spin pumping and spin rectification

voltage signals into symmetric and anti-symmetric voltage signals provides an ideal method for

determining the exact angular orientation of the external field when combined with the angular

dependence of each voltage signal. As at external field orientations within the ŷ-ẑ plane any

spin rectification based voltage signals will disappear, examinations of the external field symmetry

near these orientations will show symmetric voltage signals of decreasing amplitude as this plane is

reached. Exactly at this plane all symmetric voltage signals will vanish, thus by performing detailed

measurements at various external field orientations and measuring the amplitude of the symmetric

signals the exact moment the external field is within the ŷ-ẑ plane can be determined, as it will

be the orientation where no symmetric voltage signals are present. Once this orientation has been

found, experiments can be performed on the remaining voltage signal with the knowledge that it

is entirely a product of spin pumping. The same process can be used to experimentally determine

when the external field lies in the x̂-ẑ plane to definitively eliminate any spin pumping voltage from

the measured signal and isolate spin rectification voltage signals.

4.1.2 Measurements

To test whether the theory outlined above is correct and able to separate spin pumping and spin

rectification voltage signals, measurements were performed on two samples; one consisting of a

Pt/Py bilayer and one consisting of only a single layer of Py. Here the Pt/Py bilayer consists of an

FM layer (Py) and a non-magnetic material with strong spin orbit coupling (Pt), thus when the

Py layer is undergoing FMR both spin rectification and spin pumping based voltage signals can
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be produced. By the theory outlined above, these two voltage signals can be measured separately

by choosing the proper external field orientation on our samples. The sample consisting only of a

single layer of Py, in contrast, cannot pump excess spin polarization into another material and thus

cannot generate any voltage signals through spin-pumping/ISHE; the only voltage signal produced

in this sample during Py FMR will be through the SRE.

Figure 4.3: Voltages measured in a Pt/Py bilayer sample for out-of-plane angles of: a) α = −1.5o,
β = 0o, b) α = 0o, β = −0.65o, c) α = 1.5o, β = 0o, d) α = 0o, β = 0.65o. In each of
these plots the applied microwave frequency is 9 GHz at a power of 31.6 mW.

Looking at Figure 4.3, we see the results of several measurements taken on our Pt/Py sample.

Here we see that for the case where the external field is held within the x̂-ẑ plane (β = 0o), as in

Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(c), voltage signals appear in both positive and negative fields near ±1.2T.

These voltage signals are chiefly Lorentzian in shape and appear the same in both positive and

negative external field strengths (symmetric about zero field). Comparing Figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(c)

we see that mirroring our external field orientation in the ŷ-ẑ plane (reversing the sign of α) has

the effect of reversing the sign of the measured voltage signals, turning voltage peaks into dips.

Similar plots are presented in Figures 4.3(b) and 4.3(d), which shows the results of measure-

ments taken for the case where the external field is held within the ŷ-ẑ plane. Again voltage signals

appear in both positive and negative fields near ±1.2T, and again both signals are almost entirely

Lorentzian, but now the two signals appear with different signs. The signals now appear to change

sign as the external field orientation is reversed, creating signals that are anti-symmetric about zero
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field. We also see that mirroring the external field orientation in the x̂-ẑ plane (reversing the sign

of β) has an effect similar to mirroring α before, namely that it reverses the sign of the measured

voltage signals in both positive and negative fields. The voltage signal near zero field in the plots

of Figure 4.3 is not related to FMR in the Py layer of the sample, but is presumed to be a result

of changes in the magnetization of the Py as the external field shifts from positive to negative. As

the external field strength drops, the Py magnetization begins to rotate away from the external

field orientation and towards its easy axis; this has the effect of reducing/increasing the electrical

resistance across the x̂ axis (measurement axis) of the sample, which in turn decreases/increases

the measured voltage potential across this axis through Ohm’s law. This process is reversed as the

external field strength again increases in magnitude and the Py magnetization is drawn towards

the external field orientation; the net result of this change in magnetization orientation near zero

field is a voltage discontinuity or peak-like structure which has no relation to the resonant motion

of the Py moments at higher field strengths.

Figure 4.4: Voltages measured in a Py thin film sample for out-of-plane angles of: a) α = −1.3o,
β = 0o, b) α = 0o, β = −0.2o, c) α = 1.3o, β = 0o, d) α = 0o, β = 0.2o. In each of
these plots the applied microwave frequency is 9 GHz at a power of 31.6 mW.

The plots contained in Figure 4.4 are measurements of the sample consisting of only a single

Py layer and contain similarities and differences from the measured voltage signals obtained from

the Pt/Py bilayer. The measurements taken for the case where the external field is held within the

x̂-ẑ plane [Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(c)] appear almost unchanged from those in the previous figure,
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having the same symmetry about zero field and Lorentzian lineshape as before. However, now

when the external field is held within the ŷ-ẑ plane [Figures 4.4(b) and 4.4(d)] we see a notable

absence of voltage signals. Gone are the large Lorentzian signals anti-symmetrically arrayed about

zero field and we see nothing that replaces them; near the Py FMR field we see some very small

peaks in some of the plots, but the amplitudes of these peaks is so small as to be almost negligible

compared to the amplitude of the peaks seen for measurements of the Pt/Py sample in Figure 4.3.

Comparing these results to our theoretical predictions of the voltage signals expected from the

SRE and the ISHE/spin-pumping, we are able to draw some conclusions. We saw in our analysis of

the SRE that any voltage signals generated through this effect would be symmetric about zero field

and could have both Lorentzian and Dispersive lineshape components. This description matches

with the measurements taken for the case where the external field is held within the x̂-ẑ plane

for Figures 4.3 and 4.4 and proves their SRE origin. For voltage signals generated through the

ISHE/spin-pumping we expect to see Lorentzian peaks arranged anti-symmetrically about zero

external field strength; exactly what is seen in Figures 4.3(b) and 4.3(d). These spin pumping

based voltage signals are absent from our measurements of the Py thin film in Figures 4.4(b)

and 4.4(d), which agrees with our assumption that spin pumping will be absent from single layer

systems.

The amplitudes of the Py FMR voltage signals are plotted in Figure 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) as

functions of the angles α and β. Here we see that when measuring pure spin rectification and spin

pumping voltage signals (by setting α or β as equal to zero) near the out-of-plane orientation, both

Figure 4.5: Amplitudes of the positive field peak of the Py FMR voltage signals as functions of the
out-of-plane angle of the external field, for measurements a) in the x̂-ẑ plane and b) in
the ŷ-ẑ plane.
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varieties of signal are roughly linearly proportional to the out-of-plane angle (either α or β) and

both disappear when both α and β are zero. This agrees with our theoretical expectations, which

predict that the voltage generated by the ISHE (Equation (4.3)) will be zero when the external

field direction and spin current propagation direction (ẑ axis) are parallel and that the voltage

generated by the SRE for a roughly out-of-plane external field (Equations (2.116) to (2.118)) will

contain a sin(2θ) term (where θ is the out-of-plane angle), which equals zero for θ = 0o. By the

same considerations, it is also expected that the spin pumping and spin rectification voltage signals

will reverse sign if the sign of α or β is changed. This confirms our expectations that the voltage

signals we observe in Figure 4.3 are generated by the SRE and ISHE/spin-pumping, and the fact

that these signals are either purely symmetric or purely anti-symmetric about zero field informs

us that the voltage signals we measure with the external field in the x̂-ẑ plane are purely spin

rectification based, and those measured with the external field in the ŷ-ẑ plane are purely spin

pumping based. This result proves that it is experimentally possible to separate and isolate these

two types of voltage signals so that they can be individually identified and studied.

4.1.3 Determining Microwave Field Distribution

The microwave field fed into our bilayer is provided by a CPW beneath the sample, due to its

orientation it is expected that this microwave field is mainly directed along the ŷ axis. However this

is not necessarily true, and any component lying along another axis could result in a component

of the spin rectification voltage signal having anti-symmetric external field symmetry (as spin

rectification voltage signals are symmetric only when the ŷ component of the microwave field is

dominant). To check whether this assumption is accurate, we must devise a method to measure

the distribution of the microwave field incident on the sample. This can be done by rearranging

Equations (2.103), (2.104), and (2.105) to produce the following relation for the amplitudes of spin

rectification voltage signals for an in-plane (θ = 90o) external field:

DSR ∝ sin(2φ)(ALh
r
ycosφ−ALhrxsinφ−AThiz) (4.6)

LSR ∝ sin(2φ)(−ALhiycosφ+ALh
i
xsinφ−AThrz) (4.7)

These equations give the Lorentzian (LSR) and Dispersive (DSR) amplitudes of the spin rec-
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Figure 4.6: Plots showing the Lorentzian and Dispersive lineshape components of the Py FMR
voltage signals measured in a Pt/Py bilayer sample as functions of the in-plane external
field orientation of the sample. Fitting these lineshape components to Equations (4.6),
(4.7), and (4.8) allows us to calculate the amplitude of the Lorentzian and Dispersive
lineshape components produced by the SRE and ISHE/spin-pumping.

tification voltage signal as functions of the in-plane angle of the external field (φ). The x̂, ŷ, and

ẑ components of the microwave magnetic field are represented by hx, hy, and hz, where the su-

perscripts r and i indicate the phase difference between a microwave field term and the microwave

current applied to the CPW (an imaginary term indicates a difference of π/2). Finally AL and AT

represent the longitudinal and transverse elements of the susceptibility tensor of the system (Equa-

tion (2.33)). Similarly, though much less complicated, is the relation for the Lorentzian amplitude

of spin pumping voltage signals:

LSP ∝ 〈m2〉sinφ (4.8)

where 〈m2〉 is the time-averaged amplitude of the microwave magnetic field. As mentioned pre-

viously, the spin pumping voltage signal will not have any Dispersive lineshape components. Due

to the large number of undefined constants in the above relations, it might seem doubtful that
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they could be of use in helping to calculate the microwave field components. However, looking at

these equations we see that each individual term of the Lorentzian and Dispersive components has

a different φ dependence; thus a fitting of these equations to a plot of Lorentzian and Dispersive

amplitudes as a function of φ will allow the values of each constant to be determined.

Figure 4.6 shows plots containing the Dispersive and Lorentzian amplitudes of the voltage

signals measured at various φ angles for an in-plane external field. Note that the spin pumping and

spin rectification voltages are not separated in these plots, thus the Lorentzian plot contains both

spin rectification and spin pumping terms (as can be seen by the fact that the observed amplitude

does not cross zero at φ = 90o, since rectification amplitudes all contain sin(2φ) terms while spin

pumping voltages are only proportional to sinφ) while the Dispersive plot should consist of only

spin rectification terms. Fitting these two plots to a combination of equations (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8)

yields the following results for the microwave magnetic field components incident on the sample:

Figure 4.7: A table showing the normalized microwave magnetic field components along each axis
of our Pt/Py sample, calculated by fitting the measured Lorentzian and Dispersive
lineshape components plotted in Figure 4.6 to Equations (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8).[60]

4.2 Using Voltage Separation to Calculate Spin Hall Angle

4.2.1 Background

The ability to determine the source of measured photovoltages in bilayer samples allows us to study

the process of spin pumping in detail without the concern that measurements might be contaminated

with spin rectification based voltage signals. The main property of interest is the spin Hall angle of

Pt, a much studied property of Pt and of great importance to anyone attempting to determine the

magnitude of the spin polarized currents being pumped into the material. Due to its importance,

numerous studies have used a variety of methods to determine the value of the spin Hall angle of Pt,

however, to date, these studies have generated a wide variety of values with very little agreement

between them[12][23][26][62][64]. The reason for the large variance in the reported values of the spin
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Hall angle of Pt is unclear, it is possibly due to the difficulty in determining resonance amplitude

(cone angle) during FMR, the former confusion as to how to separate voltage signals produced by

spin rectification and spin pumping (discussed and resolved in the previous chapter), or the effects

of the ISHE in FM materials like Py during spin pumping (first introduced and measured in Section

4.4 as the Self-Induced ISHE); but in any case its result has been widespread disagreement among

the spintronics community over which values are correct and what the most accurate method for

measuring the value is.

To help solve this dilemma, we propose a new method for measuring the spin Hall angle in

Pt which uses measurements in the non-linear regime of FMR to determine the resonance cone

angle, θCone, of the magnetic moments in our Py sample[17]. This value is a measurement of

the amplitude of the resonant motion within the Py material, and can be related to the actual

magnitude of the Py moments and the apparent magnitude of the moments along the rotational

equilibrium direction (the axis of rotation). We know that for large cone angles (more than a few

degrees) the resonant motion of the Py moments will exhibit non-linear behaviour which will result

in distinct changes to its lineshape[45][65]. According to our discussion of non-linear oscillations in

the theory section of this report, as the driving force on an oscillator increases the cone angle of the

moments near resonance will also increase, uniformly at first, but with increasing power being input

into the system the lineshape of the cone angle near resonance will begin to ’fold-over’ and adopt

a non-symmetric structure. Due to this ’folding-over’ near resonance, the FMR peak (position of

maximum resonance amplitude and cone angle) will shift to lower external field strengths according

to the relation (Equation (2.69)):

Hr = H0 −
1

2
M0θ

2
Cone (4.9)

This equation states that in a non-linear oscillating system, the field of peak resonance (Hr)

will shift from its position during linear oscillation (H0) by a factor related to the magnitude of

the magnetic moments (M0) and the cone angle at peak resonance (θCone). By measuring this

shift and knowing the magnetic moment of our FM material we are thus able to calculate the

resonance cone angle in a resonating FM material. Knowing this, we can then plug the value into

the following equation concerning the magnitude of the voltage signal generated by the ISHE/spin-
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Figure 4.8: A rough schematic showing an FM moment undergoing FMR and the associated vectors.

pumping[62][66]:

VSP = −
ΘSHg↑↓eLλsdω

σNM tNM
sin(βM )sin2(θCone)tanh(

tNM
2λsd

) (4.10)

Though rather long and obtuse, this equation is essentially a reformation of the standard cross-

product relation for the voltage generated through spin pumping and the ISHE, ~VSP = ΘSH
~JS× σ̂.

In the above equation the spin Hall angle (ΘSH) retains the same role while the cross product

between the spin current propagation direction and its polarization direction has been replaced

by the trigonometric function sin(βM ), where βM describes the angle between the magnetization

of the resonating FM material and the out-of-plane spin propagation direction. The rest of the

terms in Equation (4.10) relate to the magnitude of the spin current pumped from the FM into the

neighbouring non-magnetic (NM) material; g↑↓ describes the spin mixing conductance across the

interface of a bilayer (how easily spin polarization can flow between materials), e is the electron

charge, L is the length of the strip of NM material, λsd is the spin diffusion length in the NM (how

far spin polarization can travel before being neutralized), ω is the frequency of the resonant motion

within the FM, σNM is the conductivity of the NM, and tNM is the thickness of the NM strip. Each

of these variables can be experimentally determined by various means and their values are known

for several materials, most importantly (for our purposes) they are known for Pt, which will allow

us to measure the amplitude of the voltage signal produced through spin-pumping/ISHE and the

resonance cone angle during FMR in order to determine the spin Hall angle in Pt.
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4.2.2 Measurements

Following this method for measuring the spin Hall angle in Pt, we performed measurements on

a Pt/Py bilayer sample. Both the Pt and Py layers of the sample were 15 nm thick, and had

dimensions of 20 µm × 3 mm. The sample was bonded to an undoped GaAs substrate and was

set atop a CPW to receive microwave radiation. Measurements consisted of holding the applied

external field within the ŷ-ẑ plane (to eliminate any voltage signals generated through the SRE)

and tilting the field to lie 0.7o away from an entirely out-of-plane orientation. While holding the

sample in this orientation, microwave currents of gradually increasing power were fed into the CPW

beneath, generating microwave magnetic fields along the ŷ axis and inducing FMR in the sample

as the external field was swept over the Py resonance field.

Figure 4.9: A plot of the voltage signal measured in a Pt/Py bilayer sample near an out-of-plane
configuration over a range of input microwave powers. Note that as microwave power
increases non-linear effects begin to appear in the lineshape. The left inset shows the
full external field sweep measurement at a microwave power of 158 mW. The right inset
shows a plot of the amplitude of the voltage signal at resonance as a function of sin2

of the measured resonance cone angle.

The data obtained for these measurements is shown in Figure 4.9. Here we see that as the

microwave power incident on the sample is increased the magnitude of the voltage signal measured

in our sample increases; there is very little shift in the location of the voltage peak at first, but

as the input microwave power becomes larger we begin to see the shift and ’cliff-like’ structure

associated with non-linear dynamics. This non-linear peak structure can no longer be fitted using

Lorentzian and Dispersive lineshape components as before due to its shifted structure, but looking

at the left-most inset of Figure 4.9, which shows the entire voltage sweep measured at a microwave

power of 158 mW, we see that even in the non-linear regime the voltage signal retains its anti-
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symmetry about zero external field. This indicative feature of voltage signals generated through

the ISHE assures us that despite its non-linear form, the voltage signal is still entirely the product

of spin pumping and the ISHE.

Using the measurements in Figure 4.9, we now calculate the voltage shift of the FMR signal at

different microwave powers. As our baseline resonance field, H0 we choose the measurements taken

at the lowest microwave power, since at this power the resonant motion should be entirely linear.

The external field difference between this position and the FMR peak position of measurements

taken at different microwave powers was then measured and the cone angle at each microwave

power was calculated using Equation 4.9. The right-most inset in Figure 4.9 shows a plot of the

amplitude of the FMR voltage signal as a function of sin2θCone which takes a linear form; this is

expected from our theory of spin pumping, which states that the magnitude of the spin polarization

pumped from a resonating FM material (and hence the voltage generated through the ISHE) will

be proportional to sin2θCone, and helps to confirm the origin of our measured signal.

Having calculated the resonance cone angle for each microwave power, we can now plug each of

these values into Equation (4.10) to calculate the spin Hall angle at each cone angle. The values

of the various constants in Equation (4.10) were collected from literature and took the following

form: g↑↓ = 3x1019m−2, e = 1.6x10−19C, L = 3mm, λsd = 1.3nm, σPt = 9.52x106(Ωm)−2, and

tPt = 15nm. The measurements were repeated for a variety of microwave frequencies and the

results after inserting these values into Equation (4.10) for each case are plotted in Figure 4.10.

Here we have plotted our measured values for the spin Hall angle at various resonance cone angles

Figure 4.10: The results of our calculations of the spin Hall angle in Pt, as functions of resonance
cone angle and FMR frequency. These results are compared to other calculated values
of the angle reported in literature.
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along with several other measured values for the spin Hall angle of Pt reported previously in the

literature. We see that our measured spin Hall angle varies very little with the resonance cone

angle in our sample and has only slight deviations depending on microwave frequency. Combining

the values we’ve calculated, we determine the spin Hall angle in Pt to be ΘSH = 0.021 ± 0.015.

Comparing this value to those reported in literature, we see that it is roughly in agreement to the

results reported by several experiments, but not to others claiming a much larger value for ΘSH .

Previous studies of the spin Hall angle of Pt frequently disagreed on its value and presented a

variety of explanations as to how other studies arrived at different results[12][23][26][62][64]. Our

measurements are the first systematic study of the Pt spin Hall angle over a wide range of resonance

cone angles and microwave frequencies and each measurement has determined the value of the Pt

spin Hall angle to be in roughly the same range. This method is also not limited to measuring

Pt, the experimental method used here should be able to determine the spin Hall angle in any

other material in which the ISHE is present (provided the relevant variables of Equation (4.10) are

known). Although future studies may arrive at a more accurate value for the Pt spin Hall angle,

the value we have calculated sets important limits on the value by ruling out some of the higher

values previously reported and allowing a clearer picture of the magnitude of the spin polarized

currents generated through spin pumping.

4.3 AC Spin Current Coupling

4.3.1 Background

To this point we have considered spin currents to consist only of electrons polarized parallel or

anti-parallel to an external field. This is not entirely true, as electrons which make up spin currents

can have both constant and rotating components perpendicular to the external field direction. Both

these perpendicular spin current components arise due to the fact that the magnetization direction

of an FM material undergoing FMR does not directly align itself to an external field; since the

electrons spin currents are composed of are given their polarization by this FM magnetization, this

is the origin of these perpendicular components. The constant perpendicular component of the

FM magnetization arises due to the effect of demagnetization fields within the sample pulling the

magnetization towards the in-plane configuration and can usually be determined through AMR
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measurements. The rotating perpendicular component is generated by the rotation of the FM

moment during FMR and, despite the fact that it’s magnitude is often larger than the parallel

component of the electron polarization, it was not theorized to exist until only recently.

The ISHE is able to detect this rotating spin polarization component by converting it into an ac

voltage, but (due to the component’s source) this voltage will alternate at the same frequency as the

microwave current used to induce FMR in the FM material which generated the spin current[17].

This makes it difficult to separate the ac voltage generated by the rotating spin polarization from

any voltage signals directly induced by the ac voltage carried in the input microwaves. Although

several solutions to this problem have been proposed which allow input microwave signals to be

separated from the ac voltage signals generated by the ISHE due to rotating perpendicular electron

polarization, all consist of complicated set-ups utilizing reference signals or phase detection methods

to detect and eliminate possible microwave signals.

As an entirely different method, we propose detecting the rotating perpendicular component of

spin currents not directly through the ISHE, but by observing their effect on nearby materials. For

this new method we make use of Py as an FM material able to generate spin currents through spin

pumping[35] and detect spin currents through the ISHE[18][22]. To make use of both these abilities,

we produced a bilayer sample consisting of both Py and YIG; as an insulating FM material YIG

is able to generate spin currents through spin pumping but cannot carry electrical currents, thus

the voltages generated by the ISHE and SRE do not occur across it. Normally, due the difference

in their magnetizations, the Py and YIG portions of this bilayer undergo FMR separately, but by

tilting the bilayer sample towards specific orientations the two materials can be induced to resonate

at the same magnetic field strength and microwave frequency.

The effects in the bilayer when each material is undergoing FMR are shown in Figure 4.11.

When only the Py is resonating a voltage is produced by the SRE within the Py layer, this voltage

follows the angular symmetries discussed in Section 4.1. There will be a spin polarization pumped

from the Py into the YIG layer as the Py undergoes FMR, though since YIG is an insulator

the polarization will be carried by spin waves instead of a stream of polarized electrons and will

not produce any detectable voltages through the ISHE. For the case when only the YIG layer is

undergoing FMR, a spin polarized current will be transferred from the YIG into the Py producing

a detectable voltage through the ISHE. These effects have been discussed and measured previously
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Figure 4.11: a) A sketch of the voltage generated in a Py/YIG bilayer during Py FMR. Here the
input microwave current is rectified through the SRE into a detectable dc current. b)
A sketch of the voltage generated in the same bilayer during YIG FMR. Here a spin
polarized current flows from the YIG layer into the Py layer and is converted into a
dc voltage through the ISHE.

in this report and are mostly independent of the rotating perpendicular component of spin currents,

but even so, they play an important role in our method for detecting these rotating components.

The key to this new method for detecting the rotating perpendicular components of spin cur-

rents lies in the similarity between their rotating polarization and the oscillations of microwave

magnetic fields. The one-dimensional oscillation of the microwave magnetic fields injected into

our sample act to drive FMR within an FM material by applying a time-varying torque to its

magnetization moments, when the frequency of this oscillation matches the rotational frequency

of the FM moments then the applied torque powers FMR and increases the magnitude of the FM

rotation. Similarly, the rotating components of spin polarized currents are able to power FMR

through exchange coupling interactions between them and the bound electrons in the outer shell

of an FM material. These rotating components exert rotational torque on these electrons which

transfer this rotation to the atomic magnetic moment as a whole; this rotation then serves to power

the resonant motion of the moment. Of course, all this is dependent on the FMR frequency in

the FM material where the spin current originates being equal to the resonant frequency in the

neighbouring material, if these frequencies don’t match the rotating polarization carried by the spin

current will be quickly absorbed by the neighbouring material without resonant motion occurring.

By arranging our sample in such a way as to make the FMR frequencies of the Py and YIG

layers equal we are thus able to use the rotating perpendicular components of the spin currents

generated by FMR in one FM material to amplify the resonant motion of the magnetic moments in

a neighbouring FM material. In our Py/YIG sample this process can work both ways; the rotating
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Figure 4.12: A sketch of the voltages generated in a Py/YIG bilayer when both the Py and YIG
layers are undergoing FMR. For this case the rotating perpendicular component of
the spin polarization pumped from the YIG into the Py is absorbed by the resonating
Py moments, increasing their resonance amplitude and correspondingly increasing the
voltage produced through the SRE. The Py also sends a polarized spin current into the
YIG, whose rotating perpendicular component is absorbed by the YIG moments; this
increases their resonance amplitude, thereby increasing the amplitude of the polarized
spin current pumped from the YIG into the Py and the amplitude of the dc voltage
produced through the ISHE in Py.

component of the spin current from the YIG layer amplifies Py FMR and the rotating component of

the spin current from the Py amplifies YIG FMR. Measuring this amplification is difficult however,

as the presence of spin rectification and spin pumping voltages in the system makes using AMR

measurements to detect resistance changes due to an increased resonance cone angle difficult. To

solve this problem we choose to make use of the properties of these two voltage signals as FMR

amplitude is increased. Looking back at our calculations for the voltage signal generated through

the SRE (Section 2.4.2), we see that there are only a few variables which would be affected by the

addition of a new spin current based microwave field. Obviously, the microwave amplitude compo-

nents hx, hy, and hz will increase, as the spin transfer torque provided by the rotating perpendicular

spin current components will operate in combination with the original external microwave source.

Additionally, the phase difference between microwave electric and magnetic components (Φ) will

change due to the additional source of torque, looking at Equations (A.52) and (2.115) we see

that this will affect the line shape of the voltage signal produced by the SRE. Besides these, the

remaining variables are sample dependent or related to external field orientation and should not be

affected. Based on this, we see that an increase in hx, hy, and hz through the addition of rotating

spin current components should in general lead to an increase in the voltage generated through
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the SRE, though this increase may be complicated by changing lineshapes due to varying relations

between these amplitude components and shifting Φ values.

The relation between the voltage generated by spin-pumping/ISHE and amplified FMR is sim-

pler, as clearly an additional source providing torque to rotating FM moments will allow for more

angular momentum to be pumped into a neighbouring material as a spin current. This amplifies

both the constant and rotating components of the spin current sent across the interface. The am-

plification of the constant component (looking at Equation (4.3)) amounts to an increase in the

magnitude of the spin current, Js, and through the ISHE will result in an increase in the spin pump-

ing voltage measured. In FM/FM bilayer systems, the amplified rotating component of the spin

current will act to transfer angular momentum from one material to another; since both materials

are able to export spin currents, both materials in the bilayer should have their FMR amplitudes

increased through the absorption of angular momentum from the other material. Of course this

receipt of angular momentum, FMR amplification, spin current amplification cycle cannot continue

to increase indefinitely, eventually a new and amplified FMR equilibrium will be reached between

the two materials.

The important result we have discussed here is that, due to the rotating component of spin

currents, both spin pumping and spin rectification voltage signals will be amplified when they are

simultaneously undergoing FMR. Measuring this amplification would thus provide experimental

proof that spin currents contain these rotating components in addition to their well studied constant

polarization along the FM magnetization direction. Additionally, since these rotating components

are generally the larger of the two, utilizing them to amplify existing FMR photovoltage effects could

prove extremely useful in technologies that employ these effects; not only for energy conservation

and signal enhancement, but also (since constant spin polarization tends to decay quite rapidly

when pumped out of a material) to enhance the distance that spin currents can be effectively

transported.

4.3.2 Measurements

The process of detecting rotating spin current components through the amplification of spin recti-

fication and spin pumping voltage signals is simply a matter of exposing a Py/YIG sample to an

external field and microwave source, then arranging it so that both materials in the sample undergo
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Figure 4.13: A frequency dispersion graph for the Py and YIG FMR positions at θ = 1o and
θ = 90o for φ = 45o. The solid lines show fittings of this data to the appropriate Kittel
formula.[22]

FMR simultaneously. This can be done by changing the FMR conditions of both materials in the

bilayer, which is itself easily achieved by rotating the sample with respect to the external field;

since the magnetization moment of the two materials is different their resonance conditions change

at different rates. This can be seen in the measurements shown in Figure 4.13, which plots, at

different sample orientations, the measured external field required to induce FMR as a function of

microwave frequency for both materials in our bilayer. Here it can be seen that when the external

field is held within the plane of the sample (θ = 90o) the resonance field of the Py layer is lower

than that of the YIG layer for all microwave frequencies. However, when the external field is tilted

to be almost entirely perpendicular to the sample plane (θ = 1o) we see that the FMR positions

have switched places, with the YIG resonance field now being significantly lower than that of Py

for all frequencies. In this graph the FMR field of the Py layer must increase at a faster rate than

the FMR field of YIG as θ decreases; thus at some θ angle between 1o and 90o the Py FMR field

must pass through the YIG FMR position. By monitoring the FMR fields of the YIG and Py layers

of our sample as θ is changed, we should thus be able to determine the θ angle at which they cross.

For the experiment our Py/YIG sample consisted of a 10 nm thick layer of Py bonded to

a 0.5 mm thick layer of YIG. Frequency dispersion measurements performed for the two FMR

voltage signals were fitted to Kittel’s formula for thin films and yielded magnetization values of

µoM = 0.147T for the YIG film and µoM = 0.910T for Py. The values of the gyromagnetic ratio

in each material were also found to be γ = 27.0 for YIG and γ = 26.2 for Py using the same
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Figure 4.14: A plot of voltage sweeps at various θ angles (for φ = 45o) as the FMR voltage signals
originating from the Py and YIG layers cross each other. The solid blue line represents
a fitting of the Py signal at several angles, while the solid red line represents a fitting
of a prominent YIG peak.[22]

fitting. First performing the measurements at a φ angle near 45o, so that both the spin pumping

and spin rectification voltage signals can be seen, we obtain the results shown in Figure 4.14. This

figure shows the Py and YIG voltage signals at several θ angles near the point where their FMR

positions cross, the Py FMR signal is roughly outlined by the dotted blue line while the YIG signal

is outlined by the solid red line. Here we see that as θ is increased from about 10o to 19o the

Py signal rapidly shifts from right to left in the figure, while the YIG signal is roughly stationary.

Both signals start out at a low amplitude, but as θ increases and the signals approach each other

we see their amplitudes begin to increase; ultimately, when the two FMR signals occur at roughly

the same external field strength (θ ≈ 12o) their amplitude has increased nearly fourfold. When θ

is increased past this crossing point the amplitudes of both voltage signals decrease and return to

pre-crossing levels.

Because both the Py and YIG voltage signals both exhibit complex behaviour near the crossing

point, the Py signal due to its changing lineshape and the YIG signal due to its multi-peak struc-

ture, it is difficult to definitively separate the two signals from each other. Fortunately, we have

already presented an ideal system for separating these two signals using the external field dependent

symmetries of the spin rectification and spin pumping voltages which generate them. By setting
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Figure 4.15: a) Voltage sweeps at φ = 90o, where only the ISHE based YIG voltage signals should
be present. The solid red lines represents a fitting of a YIG peak. b) Voltage sweeps
at φ = 0o, where only the SRE based Py voltage signals should be present. The solid
blue lines represent a fitting of the Py signal. c) A plot showing the FMR positions of
the Py voltage signal as well as two of the most prominent YIG peaks. d) A plot of
the amplitude of the Py voltage signal near where it crosses the YIG FMR positions.
e) A plot of the amplitude of the two most prominent YIG voltage peaks near where
they cross the Py FMR position.[22]

φ = 0o we should be able to isolate the Py FMR signal, which is produced by spin rectification,

and by setting φ = 90o the YIG FMR signal can be isolated, since it is produced by spin pumping.

The voltage signals produced at these angles, for different θ values is shown in Figures 4.15(a) and

4.15(b). Here we see that both the Py and YIG voltage signals have their amplitudes increase as

θ approaches 12o, confirming our expectations that the voltages generated by both spin pumping

and spin rectification will be enhanced by the presence of the rotating spin current components.

Due to the multi-peak structure of the YIG voltage signals measured in this experiment, it was

possible to observe the amplification of several of these peaks as the Py FMR signal crossed their

position. For analysis we chose two of the most prominent of these peaks and plotted their FMR
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positions in Figure 4.15(c) along with the FMR position of the Py signal; the reason for this multi-

peak structure is unclear, but could possibly be due to the presence of resonant spin waves within

the bilayer structure. Looking at this figure we see that the FMR position of the two chosen peaks

is crossed by the Py FMR signal at θ angles of roughly 12o and 14o. Comparing this result to the

plots of Figure 4.15(d) and 4.15(e), which plot the amplitudes of the Py and YIG voltage signals

as a function of θ, we see that at approximately these crossing angles the amplitudes of the Py and

YIG voltage signals are enhanced. In the case of the Py signal the enhancement is seen when it

crosses each of the two YIG signals, while each of the YIG signals analysed showed enhancement

at the point where they were crossed by the Py signal. This mutual enhancement near the point

of crossing supports our theory that the rotating perpendicular polarization components of spin

currents cause the amplification of the resonant motion of both the Py and YIG materials, and

through this the enhancement of the spin pumping and spin rectification voltages produced by each

material.

4.4 Self-Induced Inverse Spin Hall Effect

4.4.1 Background

As the name implies, spin pumping is a process which pumps electron spin polarization across

an interface from a material undergoing FMR. This obviously generates a spin current in the

material the spin is being pumped into, but an often overlooked fact is that a spin current will

also be produced in the material the spin is being pumped from; the transfer of spin across the

interface will induce a flow of spin towards the interface to fill the vacated space. In effect, there

are two spin currents produced in a system with one material undergoing FMR; one is the current

commonly associated with spin pumping, produced in the neighbouring material and composed

of imported spin polarization flowing away from the interface, while the other occurs within the

material undergoing FMR through the ’draining’ effect of the spin pumping process and carries

spin polarization towards the interface. These two spin currents are dependent on each other, but

because they occur in different materials can produce different effects.

The individual importance of these two interconnected spin currents highly depends on the

materials which they occur in. For a Py/YIG bilayer (Figure 4.16), where YIG is an insulating
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Figure 4.16: a) A diagram of the processes active and voltages produced in a Py/YIG bilayer
while the YIG layer is undergoing FMR. Here the YIG pumps spin polarization into
the Py layer, which is converted into a dc current through the ISHE. b) The same
bilayer while the Py layer is undergoing FMR. Now the Py pumps spin polarization
into the YIG layer, producing a polarization gradient in the Py layer and generating
a dc current in the Py through the ISHE (YIG, being an insulator, cannot produce a
current through the ISHE). In addition, the SRE in Py will also produce a dc current
in the Py layer.

ferromagnet and Py is a conductive ferromagnet, the voltages measured depend on which material

is undergoing FMR. Under YIG FMR conditions [Figure 4.16(a)] the ’drained’ spin current will

be present in the YIG and an ’imported’ spin current will flow in the Py. As YIG is an insulator,

it will not produce any spin rectification current; for the same reason the ’drained’ spin current

will not be converted to a dc current through the ISHE. The ISHE in Py however, will convert the

’imported’ spin current into a measurable dc current, making it the only photovoltage measured in

the system. For the case when the Py layer is undergoing FMR [Figure 4.16(b)] the ’imported’ spin

current will now be in the YIG layer and (for the same reason as before) will produce no voltage.

The ’drained’ spin current will be present in the Py layer and will, through the ISHE, generate a

dc current. Additionally, the SRE in Py will also generate a dc voltage, meaning that for this case

two independent (yet combined) voltages will be measured.

The effects of this ’drained’ spin current have only very recently been measured and till now

their origin has not been properly explained[68]. This is mainly due to the fact that the study

of FM/FMI (ferromagnetic-metal/ferromagnetic-insulator) bilayers is very new, since the ISHE
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in Py was itself discovered only recently. This makes the study of spin currents in FM/FMI

bilayers a very new and exciting field where new properties and characteristics of these currents

can be observed and studied for the first time. The presence of a ’drained’ spin current in FM

materials pumping spin polarization into another material would require a new mechanism for

spin polarization transport in these pumping materials, as at present most theories treat pumping

materials as a simple polarization source and treat the internal spin transfer processes in them as

unknown. Thus, providing a method for measuring the transfer of spin currents within materials

undergoing FMR should permit these internal processes to be further studied and hopefully will

result in more advanced spin pumping theories which account for their presence.

4.4.2 Measurements

The Py/YIG sample measured in this experiment was created by patterned magnetron sputtering.

Using a GGG substrate, it consists of a 0.5 mm thick YIG layer with dimensions 4 mm × 10 mm

supporting a 10 nm thick film of Py with dimensions 5 mm × 0.2 mm. Measurements were also

performed on a Pt/Py bilayer atop an un-doped GaAs substrate; the Pt layer was 10 nm thick,

had dimensions of 0.5 mm × 2.5 mm, and was placed upon a 15 nm thick Py layer of the same

dimensions. To excite FMR, a 100 mW microwave current was sent (via coaxial cable) into a into

a waveguide beneath the samples, generating a microwave magnetic field approximately along the

ŷ axis. During measurements, the microwave current sent into the samples is held at a frequency

ω while the magnetude of an external field, ~H, is swept from positive to negative values. During

sweeping, the dc voltage along the x̂ axis of the samples is measured using lock-in amplification

techniques (where the microwave power was modulated at a frequency of 8.33 kHz).

Figure 4.17 shows the results of experimental measurements performed on the Py/YIG sample

at a typical external field angle and a microwave frequency of 7 GHz. In Figure 4.17(a) two clear

signals can be seen for positive and negative field strengths; a weaker signal near ±0.4 T and a

stronger signal near ±1.3 T. Measuring the positions of these signals as a function of frequency

[Figure 4.17(b)] we see that their positions shift, as expected for FMR signals. Fitting these signals

to the appropriate Kittel formula yields magnetizations of µ0M = 0.147T and µ0M = 0.910T ,

values in agreement with those expected for YIG and Py, respectively. We note in Figure 4.17(a)

that the signals attributed to YIG are predominantly anti-symmetric in H (indicating spin pumping
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Figure 4.17: a) A plot of voltage sweeps over positive and negative fields for a Py/YIG bilayer held
at φ = 45o and θ = ±1.75o, showing that the ISHE based YIG signals (near ±0.5T)
reverse sign when θ is mirrored about 0o while the sign of the SRE based Py signals
(near ±1.3T) remains the same. b) A frequency dispersion plot of the resonance
fields of the Py and YIG voltage signals; the solid line represents a fitting of these
measurements to the out-of-plane Kittel formula.

origins) and the signals attributed to Py are mostly symmetric in H (indicating spin rectification

origins).

Having determined that the signals in our sample originate from FMR in the component mate-

rials, we now adjust the angle of the external field to eliminate any voltage components produced

through spin rectification. These measurements were performed on both the Py/YIG sample [Fig-

ure 4.18(a)] as well as a Pt/Py sample [Figure 4.18(b)], whose importance will be discussed later.

As expected at φ = 90o, the resulting voltage signals are anti-symmetric in H, indicating that they

are generated through spin pumping. In the Py/YIG sample the signals are generated near the

expected Py FMR field, meaning that this voltage signal could only be the result of a ’drained’ spin

current in the Py layer. Signals at the YIG FMR field are also expected to be present as a result

of an ’imported’ spin current from the YIG to the Py layer; although small signals can be seen

near −0.4T in this sample, clear anti-symmetric signals are not visible. The lack of these signals is

unclear, but may be related to the fact that even in the plots of Figure 4.17 the YIG FMR signals

are much smaller than those seen near Py FMR. Adjusting the θ angle of the external field while

leaving φ = 90o, the amplitude of the voltage signal is seen to cross zero at θ = 0o, which also
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Figure 4.18: a) A plot of voltage sweeps over positive and negative fields of a Pt/Py bilayer at
φ = 90o and θ = ±2.4o. Here the ISHE based Py signal is seen reversing sign as θ
is mirrored about 0o. b) Similar voltage sweeps for a Py/YIG bilayer at φ = 90o

and θ = ±3o. At these orientations any SRE based voltage signal should disappear,
leaving behind only ISHE based signals which reverse sign as θ is mirrored about 0o.
The fact that a significant Py signal is present in these orientations indicates that a
self-induced ISHE is present in Py. The insets of these figures plots the amplitudes of
the Py voltage signals at θ angles near 0o.

points to a spin pumping origin for the signal. The signal in the Pt/Py sample obeys the same

symmetries as the Py/YIG signal, but due to the fact that the ISHE is present in both Pt and Py

this signal could be produced by a combination of a ’drained’ spin current in the Py layer and an

imported spin current in the Pt. It can be seen that the Py FMR signals in the Py/YIG and Pt/Py

samples do not occur at the same external field strengths, this is most likely due to the differing

geometries of the two samples as well as the fact that the samples were produced separately and

may not have the exact same molecular composition or structure.
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4.4.3 Impact

The fact that a ’drained’ spin current can be measured through the ISHE in Py is expected from our

spin pumping theory, but has major implications for many previous measurements of spin currents

in Pt/Py systems, one of the most popular bilayers to use for these measurements. Many of these

experiments have used the voltage signals measured to attempt to calculate the spin Hall angle in Pt

by assuming that the voltage measured is produced entirely by the ’imported’ spin current in the Pt

layer, and over the years have a myriad array of sometimes contradictory values[12][23][26][62][64].

However, with the discovery of the ISHE in Py, it must be realized that the ’drained’ spin current

in the Py layer of these samples will also contribute to the voltages measured (Figure 4.19), and as

a result will impact the spin Hall values measured, possibly causing the range in reported values.

Figure 4.19: A diagram of the voltages generated in a Pt/Py bilayer during Py FMR when the
external field is held in the ŷ-ẑ plane. The spin polarized current pumped from the
Py into the YIG will produce a dc voltage both through the ISHE in Pt and through
the self-induced ISHE in Py; as both these materials are conductors a combination of
the two voltages will be measured along the x̂ axis.

Using the techniques outlined in Section 4.2, the spin Hall angle of the Py in our Py/YIG sample

was calculated to be 0.024 ± 0.010. This value is very close to the spin Hall angle we measured for

Pt in Section 4.2, before we considered the possibility of spin pumping currents being present in

the Py layer of the Pt/Py system. However, it should be stressed that this value is approximate at

best since the theory of Section 4.2 is formulated for non-magnetic materials and it is not known

if this theory is still valid in FM materials. Since this value is larger than the total spin Hall

angle measured in our Pt/Py sample it is clear that, at the very least, the spin Hall angles of the

two materials cannot be added together to obtain the total spin Hall angle of a bilayer when one
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material is an FM.

4.5 Magnetic Coupling Between FM Materials

4.5.1 Background

The same magnetic coupling that allows the individual moments of ferromagnetic materials to

influence each other’s motion and form coherent magnetic structures can also be found between the

moments of different FM materials. Although for most set-ups the two different materials are much

too far from each other for magnetic interactions between them to be of any consequence, for the case

where they are directly bonded to each other (as in a multi-layer strip) magnetic interactions near

the interface between the materials can significantly alter the behaviour of the individual magnetic

moments within each material[67]. The magnitude of these behavioural alterations depends strongly

on the structure of the interface (mainly its smoothness), the thickness of the component FM layers,

and on the strength of the magnetic interaction between the materials, each of which can vary

dramatically between samples.

Figure 4.20: A schematic of a coupled two pendulum system used to model two magnetically cou-
pled FM materials. Any motion of one pendulum away from its equilibrium position
will result in the other pendulum feeling a force from the spring connecting the two
pendulums.

To illustrate the fundamentals and consequences of magnetic coupling between different FM

materials within a sample, we compare the system to the physically similar, but mathematically

simpler, system of two individual oscillating pendulums connected by an elastic coupling force. The

general system of equations for this set-up (illustrated in Figure 4.20), which ignores the effects of

gravity and assumes small oscillations, is given by:
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m1ẍ1 = −k(∆x1 −∆x2) (4.11)

m2ẍ2 = −k(∆x2 −∆x1) (4.12)

What these equations describe is a system where the only force driving the motion of the

pendulums is the stretching or compression of the spring between them. A displacement of either or

both of these pendulums (∆x1 and ∆x2) will stretch or compress the spring beyond its equilibrium

length; the spring wanting to return to this equilibrium will accelerate each of the pendulums and

lend kinetic energy to the system. Since Equations (4.11) and (4.12) are coupled together, their

solutions will form an oscillating system (of frequency ω) of the form:

− ω2m1∆x1 = −k(∆x1 −∆x2) (4.13)

− ω2m2∆x2 = −k(∆x2 −∆x1) (4.14)

Arranging these equations into matrix form results in the following:

 m1ω
2 − k k

k m2ω
2 − k


 ∆x1

∆x2

 = 0 (4.15)

As the product of these matrices is zero, a solution for the frequency eigenvalues of the system

can be found through taking the determinant of the leading matrix:

(m1ω
2 − k)(m2ω

2 − k)− k2 = 0 (4.16)

For mathematical simplicity we shall henceforth assume that m1 = m2, this assumption will

change the values of our calculations but will not affect their overall form or behaviour. Solving

Equation (4.16) now leads to two possible solutions for ω, the eigenfrequencies of the system:

ω2 = 0 or
2k

m
(4.17)

To determine the exact nature of each of these eigenfrequencies we shall insert them into Equa-
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tions (4.13) and (4.14) to determine their corresponding eigenvectors. The normalized eigenvector

of each is:

For ω2 = 0,

 ∆x1

∆x2

 =

 1

1

 (4.18)

For ω2 =
2k

m
,

 ∆x1

∆x2

 =

 1

−1

 (4.19)

Both of these eigenfrequency-eigenvector sets corresponds to a different form of coupling between

the two oscillators. For the case where ω2 = 0 and ∆x1 = ∆x2 we see that there is no oscillation

frequency between the two pendulums and that they will move together (shown in Figure 4.21), as

though solidly connected to each other. This form of coupling is known as acoustic coupling and

can describe any system of coupled oscillators which move in-phase with each other. In the other

case, where ω2 = 2k
m and ∆x1 = −∆x2, the two pendulums move in opposite directions (shown in

Figure 4.22), alternately stretching and compressing the spring between them. Here the oscillators

move 180o out-of-phase with each other in a process labelled as optical coupling; although occurring

in the exact same system the degree of optical or acoustic within the system can dramatically alter

the behaviour and energy contained within the component systems.

Returning to our system of two separate FM materials magnetically coupled across an interface,

the influence of these two different modes of coupling can be seen in the energy contained within

Figure 4.21: A diagram of the coupled two pendulum system undergoing acoustically coupled mo-
tion. Here the two pendulums move together with each other, not stretching the
connecting spring at all.
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Figure 4.22: A diagram of the coupled two pendulum system undergoing optically coupled motion.
Here the two pendulums move opposite each other, stretching the spring as they move
apart and compressing the spring as they are pulled together.

the system. After taking into account magnetic coupling between the two materials, the energy of

the system can be written as:

ECoupled = EUncoupled ±∆Coupling (4.20)

The sign of the coupling parameter (∆Coupling) in Equation (4.20) is determined by the form

of magnetic coupling dominant in the system. For acoustic coupling we saw that the two systems

oscillate in-phase with each other, for this case the two pendulums are able to pull each other along,

reducing the total amount of energy held by the system and resulting in −∆Coupling. For optical

coupling the two pendulums must exert energy to stretch or compress the spring between them,

this increases the total energy held by the system and results in +∆Coupling.

When performing FMR measurements on a bilayer sample our techniques are unable to directly

measure the rotational phase difference between the magnetic moments of two materials undergoing

FMR. The voltage signals we can detect are generated through the SRE and the ISHE, processes

which are both dependent on the resonance amplitude (generally measured as the cone angle of

FMR) within the FM material generating the signal. Thus, only through indirect means are we

able to see the effects of magnetic coupling on our system. Since in bilayer samples containing two

FM materials we will expect to see two separate resonance voltage signals at different external field

strengths (one for each material), a study of how the two FM materials interact with each other is

based mainly on how these two voltage signals change as their resonance fields are shifted. Since

magnetic coupling between the two materials is strongest when their resonance frequencies are

nearly equal (coupling can only remain purely optical or acoustic if the rotational phase difference

between the two materials remains constant) we are most interested in seeing how these voltage
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signals change near the region where both materials are undergoing FMR simultaneously.

In this region we expect to find several notable features. First, we saw in Equation (4.20)

that coupling will change the total energy of a system (through its resonant eigenfrequency), for

our FM/FMI bilayer a change in the energy of the system will result in a change in the FMR

conditions of each material. An increased system energy will require a stronger external field to

produce resonant motion, while a decreased system energy will require weaker external fields. Thus

we expect that when both materials are near resonance any acoustic coupling modes will be shifted

to lower external field strengths than those expected from the Kittel formula, while any optical

coupling modes will be shifted to stronger external field strengths. In addition to this, and mainly

because of it, the FMR positions of the two materials in our bilayer will never actually occur under

the same conditions. As the FMR signals from the two materials approach each other, the effects

of magnetic coupling between them will increase and result in larger external field strength shifts

for both signals. At the point where the two signals should meet they will still be held apart by

these shifts, however at this point the magnetic coupling between the two materials will still be

strongest and the both materials will be precessing about the external field at the same frequency.

Thus, even though two distinct voltage signals can be seen, each of these signals will be generated

by the combined precession of both materials in the bilayer; this should result in the lineshape and

amplitude characteristics of each voltage signal losing their distinguishability at this juncture, the

two signals should take on the same characteristics.

4.5.2 Measurements

The FM/FMI bilayer measured for this experiment consisted of a 30nm thick Py film on top of a

46nm thick YIG film, this structure was 9mm long and 0.27mm thick and was bonded to a GGG

substrate. This sample is similar in composition to the one used to detect the Self-Induced ISHE

in the previous section, but contains a significantly thinner YIG layer. To excite FMR, a 100 mW

microwave current was sent (via coaxial cable) into a waveguide beneath the sample, generating

a microwave magnetic field approximately along the ŷ axis. During measurements, the microwave

current sent into the samples is held at a frequency of 10GHz while the magnitude of an external

field is swept from positive to negative values. During sweeping, the dc voltage along the x̂ axis

of the samples is measured using lock-in amplification techniques (where the microwave power was
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Figure 4.23: A series of voltage measurements (offset) taken at different θ angles for φ ≈ 45o. The
voltage signals generated by Py and YIG FMR can be seen crossing each other between
θ = 8o and θ = 9o.

modulated at a frequency of 8.33 kHz). As done previously, the FMR signals from both the Py

and YIG layers of the sample are shifted by tilting the sample relative to the applied external field;

due to the difference in the magnetizations of the two materials the field needed to induce FMR in

the Py will increase more rapidly than for YIG as the sample is tilted out-of-plane.

Figure 4.23 shows a plot of voltage measurements in our Py/YIG sample at several θ angles

for φ ≈ 45o. Beginning at 12o, we see that two main voltage signals are produced by the sample;

a large, mainly Dispersive, signal near 0.4T, and a weaker collection of signals near 0.5T. As θ

is reduced we see that the large Dispersive signal gradually moves to larger fields while the other

signal generally remains stationary. Between the θ angles of 8o and 9o we see the two signals reverse

their positions, with the Dispersive signal now occurring at larger fields than the other signals. To

fit these signals, we simulate a single Py signal which can contain both Lorentzian and Dispersive

lineshapes and two separate YIG signals, one which can be both Lorentzian and Dispersive and

one which contains only a Lorentzian lineshape component. The reason for choosing these signal

types to fit our data is due to the fact that they are able to accurately simulate the shape of the

observed signals with minimal fitting parameters.

Splitting the measured signal into its constituent Py and YIG based components should allow

us to see how each of these signals evolves near the FMR crossing point. Figure 4.24(a) shows the
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Figure 4.24: a) Selected measured data from Figure 4.23 compared to the total fitted Py signal. b)
The total fitted Py signal from (a) divided into its Lorentzian and Dispersive lineshape
components.

measured voltage signals for several θ angles around the crossing angle, compared to the fitted Py

component of this signal. In Figure 4.24(b) we see that while this Py signal is allowed to have both

Lorentzian and Dispersive components, the fitting indicates that the signal is dominated by the

Dispersive lineshape component. As θ is changed we see this Py based component shift its FMR

position, but the overall signal amplitude of both the large Dispersive component and the smaller

Lorentzian component remain essentially unchanged, the most noticeable alteration being a marked

increase in the Py signal’s linewidth as θ is decreased. The lack of variation in the Py based signal

indicates that there is relatively little change in the microwave magnetic field distribution on the

bilayer sample as θ is varied over this range; since the Py signal is expected to be generated mainly

through the SRE, which as shown in the Theory section can produce a large variety of lineshapes

based on changes to the microwave magnetic field distribution.

The YIG based voltage signals of the fitting to the experimental measurements are shown in

Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.25(c). They are separated into a YIG1 signal (Figure 4.25), which can

consist of both Lorentzian and Dispersive components, and a YIG2 signal [Figure 4.25(c)] containing

only a Lorentzian component. These two signals occur within 0.03T of each other and the external

field strength difference between them does not change significantly as θ is altered, evidence that

these two signals arise from a similar source. The reason that there are two YIG based FMR signals
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Figure 4.25: a) Selected measured data from Figure 4.23 compared to the total fitted YIG1 signal.
b) The total fitted YIG1 signal from (a) divided into its Lorentzian and Dispersive
lineshape components. c) Selected measured data from Figure 4.23 compared to the
Lorentzian fitted YIG2 signal.

instead of the expected single signal is unclear, but may be due to the formation of spin waves in

the YIG layer of our sample. Observing these YIG signals separately we see that both undergo

changes as θ shifts, but that the changes for each signal are different. For YIG1 [Figure 4.25(b)]

we see that at θ = 12o the signal begins with Lorentzian and Dispersive lineshape components of

roughly equal magnitude, as θ decreases we see the Lorentzian lineshape component increase in

amplitude while the amplitude of the Dispersive component decreases. At θ = 10o the Dispersive

component of this signal is seen to have flipped its sign, while the Lorentzian component remains

positive. After the crossing of the Py and YIG FMR signals the Lorentzian component of the

signal is seen to rapidly decrease in amplitude as the signal becomes almost entirely Dispersive in

lineshape. For YIG2 [Figure 4.25(c)] the Lorentzian signal is observed to increase in amplitude as

θ is lowered towards the FMR crossing angle, but after crossing is seen to have reversed sign. The

reversed signal is then observed to decrease in amplitude as θ is shifted away from the crossing

angle.

Comparing the observed behaviour of the Py and YIG based voltage signals to what would

be expected if magnetic coupling were present in the system, we see that several key factors are

present. We mentioned in the Background part of this section that magnetic coupling between the
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Figure 4.26: A plot of the resonance positions of the Py and YIG signals gathered using fittings
of the data in Figure 4.23 and related measurements. The gap in the plotted data
indicates the approximate angle where the Py and YIG voltage signals cross.

two FM materials in our bilayer sample would result in the external field positions of the FMR

signals being shifted away from each other; this can be seen in a plot of the FMR positions of the

measured signals (Figure 4.26) where near the FMR crossing point of ∼ 8.5o a small shift in the

FMR field of the signals is seen, preventing them from directly crossing each other. The changes in

the lineshapes of the Py and YIG voltage signals also somewhat supports our belief that magnetic

coupling is present in our sample; the general increase in amplitude of the YIG signals is evidence of

angular momentum being transferred from the stronger Py signal to the weaker YIG signal during

coupling. This increase in the YIG signal amplitude should be accompanied by a corresponding

drop in the amplitude of the Py signal as angular momentum is transferred, this is however not

seen in our measurements, perhaps due to the fact that the magnitude of this decrease is relatively

small compared to the total amplitude of the Py signal.

An important and interesting feature seen in our measurements is the dramatic change in the

lineshape of the YIG voltage signals after their crossing with the Py signal. In Figure 4.23 it can be

seen that between θ = 12o and θ = 9o the overall YIG voltage signal retains a dual peak structure,

with the main change being an increased amplitude as θ nears the crossing angle. After crossing, at

θ = 8o we see that the overall YIG signal has taken a dramatically different shape, now acquiring

a peak-dip kind of structure (chiefly due to the sign reversal of the YIG2 signal). The reason for

this sudden change in lineshape is unclear, but due to its occurrence during the crossing of the Py

and YIG FMR signals may be related to the magnetic coupling between the two FM layers of the

sample.
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While the YIG voltage signal occurs at a lower external field strength than the Py signal (but the

two are still close enough to each other for coupling to occur) the Py layer of the sample is influenced

by the motion of the YIG moments and becomes acoustically coupled to them. Alternatively, when

the YIG voltage signal occurs at higher external fields than the Py signal the Py moments are

optically coupled to the YIG FMR; the shift between these coupling modes, and the resulting

change in the rotational phase difference between the two materials, could result in a stark change

in the FMR lineshape seen before and after the signal crossing angle. However, a difficulty in

this explanation is the fact that the majority of the YIG voltage signal is expected to be generated

through spin pumping and the ISHE, which are expected to be unaffected by the rotational phase of

the source material. The Py signal, on the other hand, is expected to be produced mainly through

the SRE, which as we have seen is very dependent on the rotational phase difference between a

resonating material and an input microwave magnetic field; despite this the lineshape of the Py

voltage signal seems unaffected by the change from acoustic to optical coupling. Thus it is still

unclear what the main sources of the major lineshape changes near the FMR crossing angle are.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Remaining Questions

This thesis reports the results of a number of experimental studies, all focussed on measuring the

voltages generated through spin related processes within bilayer samples in order to achieve a better

understanding of them. The most important processes studied were the Spin Rectification Effect,

the Inverse Spin Hall Effect, and Spin Pumping; these processes each play a key role in determining

the properties of the voltage signals generated in a bilayer sample containing an FM layer. Since

these processes are commonly all present in the same bilayer sample during measurements, the

voltage signal generated during resonance is frequently a mixture of the voltages generated by all

these effects; this has previously generated much confusion within the spintronics community over

the true origin of any voltage signal measured in a sample and greatly hindered development of

the field for a time. However, due to the potential industrial applications of spintronics technology,

numerous possible solutions to this problem began to be developed.

One of the main focuses of this work is the development of an experimental approach to isolate

voltage signals generated by spin rectification and spin pumping. The mathematical background of

these effects is detailed in the theory chapter of this report and the most relevant aspects relating

to the separation of the effects are further elaborated on in the first experimental section. Here

it is shown that the voltage signals generated through spin rectification and spin pumping both

disappear when the external field imposed on a sample is held in certain orientations, and that

the orientations where the two voltage signals vanish are not always the same. Combined with

the knowledge that external field symmetry about zero applied field is different for the voltage

signals arising from spin rectification and spin pumping (which allows us to determine the exact
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applied field orientation), this information permits the voltage signals arising from each effect to

be measured independently and without controversy for the first time ever.

The ability to separate spin rectification and spin pumping voltage signals allows for a number

of studies on the properties and origins of these effects to be performed which had until now been

impossible. The first such experiment to utilize this ability measured the amplitude and lineshape

of the voltage signals generated at various in-plane external field orientations and fitted these results

to those mathematically predicted by the theories of spin rectification and spin pumping. Since

the voltage signals generated by the two effects are highly dependent on the vector orientation

of the applied microwave magnetic field relative to the sample, a comparison of theoretical and

experimental results for the amplitude of the Lorentzian and Dispersive lineshape amplitudes will

yield information about the orientation of the microwave magnetic field. These measurements allow

us to test our hypothesis that the microwave magnetic field generated by the CPW beneath our

samples lies mainly along the ŷ axis.

The next experimental section of this report utilizes our new-found voltage separation technique

to determine the spin Hall angle of Pt, a parameter whose value has been the subject of debate

recently due to the publication of numerous conflicting results. The background to this experiment

is based on our calculations of non-linear dynamics in oscillating systems presented in the theory

chapter of this report, where it was seen that when the system is influenced by strong oscillating

forces the position of maximum resonance shifts to lower fields due to the increasing resonance cone

angle of the oscillator. For an FM system induced into FMR by an applied microwave magnetic

field, this means that the resonance cone angle (which is proportional to the dc current generated by

spin pumping) can be determined by the shift in FMR field at high microwave powers. By setting

the external field orientation on a Pt/Py sample so as to eliminate the presence of spin rectification

voltages in our measured signal, and using the above method to determine the cone angle of the

Py layer during FMR, we are thus able to determine the spin Hall angle of Pt by inserting the

measured voltage and cone angle (along with a few other known parameters) into the equation

governing spin pumping and the ISHE. The value we thus obtained for the spin Hall angle of Pt,

measured at multiple resonance cone angles and microwave frequencies, was ΘSH = 0.021± 0.015;

a value which agrees with several other published values in the lower range of reported spin Hall

angles.
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A new form of spin current is the basis of the third experimental section; whereas spin current

is commonly assumed to consist of only a flow of electron polarization aligned parallel to the

magnetization direction of the source FM material, it has recently been proposed that a much larger

component of spin currents is a rotating polarization component perpendicular to the magnetization

direction, a result of the rotating behaviour of the FM moments during resonance. Although

theoretically proposed and widely accepted, measuring this rotating spin polarization proves to

be rather difficult due to the fact that any measured voltage generated by it would alternate at

the same frequency as the microwave field applied to the sample to induce FMR. To detect this

alternating spin current component, we devise an experiment which doesn’t directly convert it into

a measurable voltage, but instead measure its effects on a neighbouring FM material.

In an FM/FMI bilayer (such as the Py/YIG sample we used) when both materials are under-

going resonance simultaneously, both are expected to be transferring both regular and rotating-

perpendicular spin currents into the neighbouring material; since rotating perpendicular spin cur-

rents are essentially rotating magnetic fields and similar in this way to the microwave magnetic

fields powering FMR in each material, it is theorized that the recipient FM materials will absorb

the rotating polarization from these perpendicular spin currents and utilize it to increase their reso-

nance amplitude. As the dc voltage signals generated by both the SRE and spin-pumping/ISHE are

proportional to resonance amplitude, it is thus expected that the voltage signals measured in the

sample when both materials are undergoing FMR will be significantly greater than the combined

voltage signals of each material when they are undergoing FMR independently. Measurements tilt-

ing the external field orientation progressively further out-of-plane (to change the FMR positions

of each material relative to each other) showed that at the angle where the two FMR signals cross

and resonate together a more than fourfold increase in the measured voltage signals was observed,

compared to external field angles away from FMR crossing. This voltage increase was observed for

the voltage signals generated by both spin rectification and spin pumping.

In the penultimate experimental section an entirely new spin pumping related concept is intro-

duced. Termed the ’Self-Induced Inverse Spin Hall Effect’, it is predicted to generate a measurable

dc voltage through a process similar to the regular ISHE, but instead of occurring in the mate-

rial receiving a spin current during spin pumping, the Self-Induced ISHE generates a voltage in

the material emitting a spin current (the one undergoing FMR). The chief reason this effect has
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been so long neglected is that it can only take place in materials that are both ferromagnetic and

have strong enough spin-orbit coupling to experience the ISHE; only recently has it been demon-

strated that Py satisfies both conditions. To demonstrate the existence of the Self-Induced ISHE

an FM/FMI bilayer is required, consisting of a layer of Py and a layer of a ferromagnetic insulator

(such as YIG). In this sample we expect to see voltage signals arising from spin pumping (through

the ISHE) when the YIG layer is undergoing FMR, and signals arising from spin rectification and

the Self-Induced ISHE (through spin pumping from the Py to the YIG) during Py FMR. Thus to

confirm the presence of the Self-Induced ISHE in the sample we simply need to align the external

field in a direction which eliminates any spin rectification based voltage and see if any spin pumping

based voltage signal is generated at the Py resonance field.

In bilayers consisting of Py and a non-FM material, such as the Pt/Py bilayer measured in

previous experimental sections, the voltage signals generated by the Self Induced ISHE and the

regular ISHE become indistinguishable from each other, due to their similar origins. This would

have an important effect on the validity of experiments which use voltage measurements of Pt/Py

bilayers to measure the spin Hall angle in Py (including the experiment performed in this report),

since they would not be measuring only the voltage generated by the ISHE in Pt (as they expect)

but would actually be measuring that voltage plus what is generated by the Self-Induced ISHE in

the Py layer. Theoretically, the spin Hall angle of Py could be measured and later subtracted from

the total spin Hall angle measured in Pt/Py bilayers, but a comprehensive theory for the transport

of spin currents in FM materials has not been developed and it is not certain if the total spin Hall

angle of a Pt/Py sample is simply equal to the sum each material’s spin Hall angles.

The final experimental section examines the effects of magnetic coupling between two ferro-

magnetic materials in a bilayer sample. The background of this section examines the mechanics of

coupled oscillating systems and illustrates the behaviours expected to be present in these systems.

Measurements taken of a Py/YIG sample are presented which display numerous characteristics

indicative of magnetic coupling; most noticeably the fact that as the external applied field is tilted

progressively further out-of-plane of the sample (again in order to change the Py and YIG FMR

positions relative to each other) the Py and YIG voltage signals do not cross but seem to repel

each other near crossing, a sign of optical and acoustic coupling between the materials within the

sample. An unexpected feature seen near the point where the two signals cross/repel is the sudden
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change in the lineshape of the YIG based FMR signal, since the YIG signal should be produced

by the ISHE/spin-pumping one would expect that its lineshape should be entirely Lorentzian and

unchanging. The Py based FMR signal, in contrast, does not exhibit any major lineshape changes

as the sample is tilted. It is theorized that the YIG lineshape change might be due to a shift from

acoustic to optical coupling after FMR crossing affecting the rotational phase between the Py and

YIG moments, but why this factor would only affect the lineshape of the YIG based voltage signals

and not the much more phase-dependent Py signals is unknown.
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Appendix A

Appendix

A.1 Non-Linear Magnetization Dynamics

General Oscillating System

The chief reason why most studies of oscillating systems work in the linear regime is because in most

cases the equations of motion for non-linear oscillations are significantly more difficult to work with.

Despite the difficulty, the general method for calculating non-linear oscillatory equations of motion

is well known. The method we will examine here follows the classic text of Landau and Lifshitz[40]

and begins with the general equation for a classical one-dimensional non-linear oscillator consisting

of a mass m driven by a periodic external force, fsin(ωt):

ẍ+ 2λẋ+ ω2
0x =

f

m
sin(ωt) + g(x, ẋ) (A.1)

The third term on the left side of this equation describes the linear restoring force imposed on

the system (which would cause oscillations at a frequency of ω0 in the absence of friction), while the

second term on the left side describes the linear effects of friction (with a damping coefficient λ).

Non-linearity enters this equation through the g(x, ẋ) term, which is composed of the non-linear

components of the restoring and frictional forces. This equation is not always analytically solvable

for cases where g(x, ẋ) 6= 0, making necessary some form of approximation.

If we simplify this system to that of a pure harmonic oscillator by eliminating non-linear terms

(set g(x, ẋ) = 0) and frictional forces (λ = 0), we are left with:
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ẍ+ ω2
0x =

f

m
sin(ωt) (A.2)

Which can easily be solved to obtain:

x = a(t)cos(ωt+ φ(t)) (A.3)

where a(t) represents oscillation amplitude and φ(t) represents the phase difference between the

driving force and the oscillator’s periodic motion. We note that, in general, the amplitude and

phase of the oscillator are time dependent. For cases where the linear frictional force on the

system is small (λ � ω0) and the system is dominated by linear terms (g(x, ẋ) is small), then an

approximate solution to Equation (A.1) can be found by considering the frictional and non-linear

terms as perturbations to the simplified solution of Equation (A.3). Using the asymptotic methods

developed by Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky[41], we substitute Equation (A.3) into Equation (A.1).

As we are mainly interested in the solution to our system at resonance (when the sum of the energy

absorbed by the system and lost to friction equals zero), we can take da(t)
dt = 0 and dφ(t)

dt = 0. We

now have:

(ω2
0 − ω2)acosψ − 2λasinψ =

f

m
sin(ψ − φ) + g(acosψ,−aωsinψ) (A.4)

where we have written ψ = ωt+ φ for convenience. Using the trigonometric relation sin(ψ − φ) =

sin(ψ)cos(φ)− cos(ψ)sin(φ), Equation (A.4) can be rewritten as:

(ω2
0 − ω2)acosψ − 2λasinψ =

f

m
(sinψcosφ− cosψsinφ) + g(acosψ,−aωsinψ) (A.5)

If we assume that our system is undergoing harmonic oscillation, the coefficients containing the

terms cosψ and sinψ can be collected, with both sets summing to zero. We can also expand the

non-linear term as a Fourier series, g(acosψ,−aωsinψ) =
∑∞

n=1[Ancos(nψ) + Bnsin(nψ)]. After

collecting cosψ and sinψ terms we have the equations:
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f

ma
sinφ = ω2 − ω2

e (A.6)

f

ma
cosφ = −2ω0λe (A.7)

where for simplicity, we have written:

ω2
e = ω2

0 −
1

aπ

∫ 2π

0
g(acosψ,−aωsinψ)cosψdψ (A.8)

λe =
ω

ω0
λ+

1

2aπω0

∫ 2π

0
g(acosψ,−aωsinψ)sinψdψ (A.9)

Combining Equations (A.6) and (A.7) using cos2φ + sin2φ = 1, we arrive at the following

equation for the amplitude of the oscillations near resonance:

a2 =
f2/m2

(ω2 − ω2
e)

2 + 4ω2
0λ

2
e

≈ f2/4ω2
0m

2

(ω − ωe)2 + λ2
e

(A.10)

where the above approximation makes use of the fact that near resonance ω ≈ ω0 and ωe ≈ ω0, so

that (ω2−ω2
e)

2 ≈ 4ω2
0(ω2−2ωωe+ω

2
e). Because the amplitude of the oscillations is maximized when

ωe = ω, we term ωe the ’eigenfrequency’ of the system. This is the general form of the oscillation

amplitude of the system, we see that because ω2
e and λe are themselves functions of a this solution

is (in general) not easily solvable. We also note that this solution is only exact to the first order

of non-linearity; to obtain a more precise solution we could insert Equation (A.10) into our simple

solution (Equation (A.3)) and again substitute Equation (A.3) into Equation (A.1). However, this

would result in an even more complex solution which would in most cases be only marginally more

exact.

Non-linear Forced Pendulum

Having solved for the general case, we now turn our attention to a specific example of a non-

linear oscillating system; a forced pendulum where x is replaced by the value θ, representing the

pendulum’s angle away from vertical. The equation of motion for this system is:

θ̈ + 2λθ + ω2
0sin(θ) =

f

m
sin(ωt) (A.11)
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This system is not analytically solvable due to the sin(θ) restoring force term; to extract a

solution from this system it is necessary to expand sin(θ) as a Taylor series, giving sin(θ) =

θ− θ3

6 + ... For small oscillations (small θ values) of the pendulum only the first term of the Taylor

series is important, in addition to neglecting frictional forces (λ ≈ 0) this results in an equation of

motion exactly as shown in Equation (A.2). However, for larger oscillations a non-linear restoring

force appears in the system; taking the second term of the Taylor series we introduce a term

g(θ, θ̇) =
ω2
0

6 θ
3 into our equation (this specific non-linear pendulum equation is known as the

Duffing Equation[37]). After introducing this non-linear term, our ωe and λe equations from before

become:

ωe =

√
ω2

0 −
ω2

0a
2

16
≈ ω0 −

ω0a
2

16
(A.12)

λe ≈ λ (A.13)

Inserting these values into Equation (A.10) gives us a slightly more exact expression for the

amplitude of a swinging pendulum for non-linear cases:

a2 =
f2/4m2ω2

0

(ω0 − a2ω0
16 − ω)2 + λ2

(A.14)

Comparing Equation (A.14) to Equation (A.10), we see that introducing non-linear terms shifts

the eigenfrequency (ω value which maximizes amplitude) of the pendulum to ωe = ω0(1− a2/16);

thus the peak amplitude shifts to lower frequencies as the total amplitude of the system increases.

A plot of the oscillation amplitude of our non-linear pendulum is shown in Figure A.1 for several

f values, here we see that the overall peak shape of the oscillations is highly dependent on the size

of the external force powering the oscillation. Figure A.1(a) shows a peak for a small f value, here

the non-linear terms are very small and the peak has a symmetric shape as expected from linear

analyses. As the f value increases[Figure A.1(b)] the peak oscillation amplitude begins to shift

to lower frequencies as non-linear terms begin to have a larger effect. Eventually, at f = fth, the

slope on the low frequency side of the amplitude peak will become infinite. For f values above fth

[Figure A.1(c)] something strange happens to the peak shape. It is seen to ’fold-over’ itself and for

a certain range of frequencies th system is able to oscillate at one of three independent amplitudes.
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Figure A.1: Plots of the oscillation amplitude of a non-linear forced pendulum as given by Equation
(A.14) [43][44][45] a) For weak external forces (small f) non-linear effects are minimal.
b) The peak amplitude shifts to lower frequencies as f increases. At f = fth the slope
on one side of the peak becomes infinite. c) For f > fth the peak ’folds over’ and
multiple oscillation amplitudes become possible within a certain frequency range.

It has been shown mathematically[50] that the middle oscillation amplitude [dotted line from C

to D in Figure A.1(c)] is an unstable equilibrium point for the system, so measurements of the

amplitude will yield different values within the foldover range depending on whether the frequency

is increasing or decreasing. For an increasing frequency the lower amplitude in the foldover regime

will be followed until point D of Figure A.1(c), where the oscillation amplitude will abruptly jump

to point E. For decreasing frequencies the higher amplitude will be followed until a ’cliff’ is reached

at point C, the amplitude of the system will then abruptly drop to point B.

A.2 Spin Rectification for an In-Plane External Field

For each external field orientation we shall define two separate coordinate systems (shown in Fig-

ure A.2): an ’unprimed’ system and a ’primed’ system. For an in-plane external field both the

ŷ and ŷ′ axes are aligned along the normal direction of our thin film. The ’primed’ coordinate

system is anchored to the axis along which the voltage is measured (generally along the length of

the sample strip), setting the ẑ′ axis along this direction. The ’unprimed’ system is anchored to
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Figure A.2: The two coordinate systems used to calculate the voltage produced by spin rectification
for an in-plane external field. The ’primed’ system is anchored to the measurement axis
(length of strip) and the ’unprimed’ system is anchored to the external field orientation.

the in-plane orientation of the external field, setting the ẑ axis along this direction. Thus the angle

between ẑ and ẑ′ (and between x̂ and x̂′) is given by θ, the angle between the external field and

the axis along which the voltage is measured. The relation between the ’primed’ and ’unprimed’

coordinate systems is defined as:


x̂

ŷ

ẑ

 =


cosθ 0 −sinθ

0 1 0

sinθ 0 cosθ




x̂′

ŷ′

ẑ′

 (A.15)

As our final result will be a voltage measured along the ẑ′ axis, further calculations will be

simplest if we convert all the vectors in Equation (2.97) to the ’primed’ coordinate system. Thus

we have:

~J = jz′cos(ωt)ẑ
′ (A.16)

M0ẑ = M0sinθx̂
′ + 0ŷ′ +M0cosθẑ

′ (A.17)

~m+ =


m+
x x̂

m+
y ŷ

0

 =


m+
x cosθx̂

′

m+
y ŷ
′

−m+
x sinθẑ

′

 (A.18)

In Equation (A.16) note that since we are measuring the voltage along the ẑ′ axis we only need
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to consider the input microwave current ~J along this axis (of amplitude jz′), microwave currents

along all other axes will not result in rectification voltages along the ẑ′ axis. Using our newly

defined vectors we can now calculate the vector components of Equation (2.97) for the in-plane

external field configuration:

~J •M0ẑ = jz′cos(ωt)M0cosθ (A.19)

~J • ~m+ = −jz′cos(ωt)m+
x sinθ (A.20)

~J × ~m+ =


−jz′m+

y cos(ωt)x̂
′

jz′m
+
x cosθcos(ωt)ŷ

′

0ẑ′

 (A.21)

Inserting these components into Equation (2.97) and combining terms gives us:

< ~E + ~E1 >=− ∆ρ

M2
< −M0jz′cos(ωt)m

+
x sinθ


sinθx̂′

0ŷ′

cosθẑ′

 >

− ∆ρ

M2
< M0jz′cos(ωt)cosθ


m+
x cosθx̂

′

m+
y ŷ
′

−m+
x sinθẑ

′

 >

+RH <


−jz′cos(ωt)m+

y x̂
′

jz′cos(ωt)m
+
x cosθŷ

′

0

 >

(A.22)

Referring back to Equation (2.87) to calculate the voltage measured along the ẑ′ axis, and seeing

that the terms in Equation (A.22) are independent of z′, we have (where L is the length of our

sample along the ẑ′ axis):

Vz′ =

∫
< ~E + ~E1 > •dẑ′ = L < ~E + ~E1 > •ẑ′ (A.23)
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We see that the x̂′ and ŷ′ components of Equation (A.22) disappear, leaving us with:

Vz′ =
L∆ρ

M2
(< M0jz′cos(ωt)m

+
x sinθcosθ > + < M0jz′cos(ωt)cosθm

+
x sinθ >)

=
2L∆ρ

M2
< M0jz′cos(ωt)cosθsinθm

+
x >

(A.24)

Simplifying this by defining A as the cross-sectional area of the strip (cut perpendicular to the

ẑ′ axis) and using a trigonometric identity:

A =
L∆ρ

∆RAMR
(A.25)

2cosθsinθ = sin2θ (A.26)

Equation (A.24) becomes:

Vz′ =
∆RAMRM0

M2
< Ajz′cos(ωt)m

+
x sin2θ > (A.27)

Finally, assuming M0 ≈ M (valid when ~M and ~Hi are nearly parallel) and knowing that

Iz′ = Ajz′ (where Iz′ is the current flow through the sample along the ẑ′ axis), we find:

Vz′ =
∆RAMR

M
sin(2θ) < Iz′cos(ωt)m

+
x > (A.28)

The above equation looks much simpler than the one we were working with earlier, seemingly

only a simple time-average separates us from our desired voltage equation. However, the m+
x term

in Equation (A.28) presents difficulties; chiefly because it is difficult to measure small deviations of

~M from the direction parallel to ~Hi. This difficulty can be surmounted by relating the difficult to

measure ~m term to the much easier to determine ~h using the susceptibility tensor χ̂:

~m = χ̂~h =


χxx iχxy 0

−iχxy χyy 0

0 0 0

~h (A.29)
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This gives us the following equation for m+
x :

m+
x = Re(|χxx|eiΘh+

x + i|χxy|eiΘh+
y ) (A.30)

where the eiΘ term accounts for possible phase differences between the oscillations of ~m and ~h (Θ

= phase difference) and h+
x and h+

y are written as:

h+
x = hxe

−i(ωt−Φx) (A.31)

h+
y = hxe

−i(ωt−Φy) (A.32)

where Φx and Φy represent phase differences between the magnetic and electric field components

of the incident microwave along the x̂ and ŷ axes. As it is generally easier to align external

microwave fields symmetrical to the sample’s symmetry (in the ’primed’ coordinate system), we

shall use the coordinate transformation equation (Equation (A.15)) to convert h+
x and h+

y to ’primed’

coordinates:


h+
x

h+
y

h+
z

 =


h+
x′cosθ − h

+
z′sinθ

h+
y′

h+
x′sinθ + h+

z′cosθ

 (A.33)

Inserting these ’primed microwave amplitudes into our equation for m+
x and combining the

exponential terms yields:

m+
x = Re(|χxx|hx′cosθe−i(ωt−Φx′−Θ) − hz′sinθ|χxx|e−i(ωt−Φz′−Θ) + |χxy|hy′e−i(ωt−Φy′−Θ)) (A.34)

After extracting the real part of this equation we are left with:

m+
x = |χxx|hx′cosθcos(ωt−Φx′−Θ)−|χxx|hz′sinθcos(ωt−Φz′−Θ)+ |χxy|hy′cos(ωt−Φy′−Θ− π

2
)

(A.35)
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Using cos(a± b) = cos(a)cos(b)∓ sin(a)sin(b) to break the components of this equation into a

more digestible form:

m+
x =|χxx|hx′cosθ(cos(ωt)cos(Φx′ + Θ) + sin(ωt)sin(Φz′ + Θ))

− |χxx|hz′sinθ(cos(ωt)cos(Φz′ + Θ) + sin(ωt)sin(Φz′ + Θ))

+ |χxy|hy′(cos(ωt)cos(Φy′ + Θ +
π

2
) + sin(ωt)sin(Φy′ + Θ +

π

2
))

(A.36)

Finally, inserting our equation back into Equation (A.28):

Vz′ =
∆RAMR

M
sin(2θ) < Iz′cos(ωt)[|χxx|hx′cosθ(cos(ωt)cos(Φx′ + Θ) + sin(ωt)sin(Φx′ + Θ))

− |χxx|hz′sinθ(cos(ωt)cos(Φz′ + Θ) + sin(ωt)sin(Φz′ + Θ))

+ |χxy|hy′(cos(ωt)cos(Φy′ + Θ +
π

2
) + sin(ωt)sin(Φy′ + Θ +

π

2
))] >

(A.37)

Breaking this equation into parts we are now ready to solve the time average, remembering:

< cos(ωt)sin(ωt) >= 0 (A.38)

< cos(ωt)sin(ωt) >=
1

2
(A.39)

Equation (A.37) now collapses to:

Vz′ =
∆RAMR

2M
Iz′sin(2θ)[|χxx|hx′cosθcos(Φx′+Θ)−|χxx|hz′sinθcos(Φz′+Θ)+|χxy|hy′cos(Φy′+Θ+

π

2
)]

(A.40)

If we refer back to the susceptibility tensor of Equation (A.29), we see that we can write:

|χxx|cos(Φx′ + Θ) = |χxx|(cosΦx′cosΘ− sinΦx′sinΘ)

= Re(χxx)cosΦx′ − Im(χxx)sinΦx′

(A.41)
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|χxx|cos(Φz′ + Θ) = |χxx|(cosΦz′cosΘ− sinΦz′sinΘ)

= Re(χxx)cosΦz′ − Im(χxx)sinΦz′

(A.42)

|χxy|cos(Φy′ + Θ +
π

2
) = −|χxy|sin(Φy′ + Θ)

= −|χxy|(sinΦy′cosΘ + cosΦy′sinΘ)

= −Re(χxy)sinΦy′ − Im(χxy)cosΦy′

(A.43)

which, inserted into Equation (A.40), produces:

Vz′ =
∆RAMR

2M
Iz′sin(2θ)[hx′cosθ(Re(χxx)cosΦx′ − Im(χxx)sinΦx′)

− hz′sinθ(Re(χxx)cosΦz′ − Im(χxx)sinΦz′)

− hy′(Re(χxy)sinΦy′ + Im(χxy)cosΦy′)]

(A.44)

Writing this equation in terms of the susceptibility tensor allows us to extract the line shape

of our voltage signal near the FMR field of our sample. As discussed in Section 2.3 and stated in

Equations (2.43) and (2.44), there are only two possible line shapes this voltage signal can have,

conveniently separated into the real and imaginary components of the elements of the susceptibility

tensor as follows:


χxx

χxy

χyy

 = (D + iL)


Axx

Axy

Ayy

 (A.45)

where L represents the amplitude of the Lorentzian line shape of the signal (peak shaped), and

D represents the amplitude of the signal’s Dispersive line shape (wave shaped). The components

Axx, Axy, and Ayy are the amplitudes of the susceptibility tensor elements and are dependent on

the shape of the sample being measured (among other factors). As a reminder, the Lorentzian and

Dispersive line shapes are defined by the following equations (plots of these line shapes are shown

in Figure 2.5):
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L =
∆H2

(H −Hr)2 + ∆H2
(A.46)

D =
∆H(H −Hr)

(H −Hr)2 + ∆H2
(A.47)

where H is the strength of an applied external field, Hr is the field strength at which FMR occurs

in the sample, and ∆H represents the line width of the voltage signal. In Equation (A.45) we can

see that:

Re(χxx) = AxxD (A.48)

Im(χxx) = AxxL (A.49)

Re(χxy) = AxyD (A.50)

Im(χxy) = AxyL (A.51)

Inserting these terms into our voltage equation finally gives us our final equation for the ampli-

tude and line shape of the measured voltage arising from spin rectification for an in-plane external

field:

Vz′ =
∆RAMR

2M
Iz′sin(2θ)[hx′cosθcosΦx′AxxD − hx′cosθsinΦx′AxyL− hz′sinθcosΦz′AxxD

+ hz′sinθsinΦz′AxxL− hy′sinΦy′AxyD − hy′cosΦy′AxyL]

(A.52)
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